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Summer Brill, Sales Associate
650.468.2989
summer.brill@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01891857

Noelle Queen, Sales Associate
650.427.9211
noelle.queen@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01917593

Michael Dreyfus, Broker
650.485.3476
michael.dreyfus@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01121795

Downtown Palo Alto   
728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto
650.644.3474

Sand Hill Road
2100 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park
650.847.1141

dreyfussir.com

FOR SALE // 6 Blue Oaks Court, Portola Valley
Offered at $5,495,000 | Beds 4 | Full Baths 3 | Half Baths 3

Home ±7,280 sf | Lot ±2.76 acres

FOR SALE // 297 Polhemus Avenue, Atherton
Offered at $9,950,000 | Bedrooms 7 | Bathrooms 9.5
Home ±11,843 sf | Lot ±48,787 sf | Plus Guest House

221 Kingsley Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $9,000,000 | SOLD

316 McKendry Drive, Menlo Park
Offered at $1,395,000 | SOLD

539 Madison Way, Palo Alto
Offered at $3,998,000 | SOLD

35 Golden Oak Drive, Portola Valley
Offered at $3,700,000 | SOLD

435 Coleridge Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $14,750,000 | SOLD

312 Fulton Street, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,200,000 | SOLD

6BLUEOAKSCT.COM 297POLHEMUS.COM

LISTINGS AND RECENT SALES
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Successfully Representing
Sellers & Buyers for 32 years

Woodside • Menlo Park
Portola Valley • Atherton • Palo Alto

Los Altos Hills • Redwood City • Los Altos

SEAN FOLEY
YOUR ADVOCATE IN EVERY TRANSACTION!

Homes, Estates & Investment Properties
Direct: 650-529-2486 | Cell: 650-207-6005

SeanFoleyCB@gmail.com
2969 Woodside Road, Woodside

Thank you to all of  my wonderful clients for my 
best year to date... EVER!

CURRENT LISTINGS:

Woodside estate, ~5-acres in Central Woodside, ~7,000+ sq ft home, sparkling pool and wonderful patio for 
entertaining, guest house with apartment and gym, a 2nd guest house with 2bd, a 3rd studio apartment loft and 
a world class equestrian facility with stables and riding ring.

Like new ~4,400 sq ft home, 4bd/4ba, remodeled gourmet kitchen, stunning master suite with views, gym 
room and award winning Roy Cloud school!
*co-listed with Nino Gaetano/Oliver
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650 465 7459
tom@tomlemieux.com

tomlemieux.com
License# 01066910

Representing over

486 buyers & sellers

in Menlo Park &

Atherton since 1998.

Map data ©2014 Google

SOLD by Tom LeMieux

Superior real estate representation  
for those who expect only the very best.

W W W.T O M L E M I E U X . C O M 

Over $1.9 billion in sales since 1998

Ranked #80 Nationally, The Wall Street Journal, 2014
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Stagecoaches brought settlers to the 
Midpeninsula, then trains, buses, 
planes and automobiles. Burgeoning 

towns incorporated, with the 1920s and 
period after World War II seeing the 
establishment of the communities we know 
today as Menlo Park, Atherton, Portola 
Valley and Woodside.

Neighborhoods are extensions of our 
homes, in a way. Beyond the living room, 
the characters of the people who make up 
a place inform our daily life experience. 
We can retreat or engage, celebrate or 
stroll in reverie. These pages are filled 
with stories told by people who inhabit a 
handful of neighborhoods. Some of their 
views are personal, from recollections about 
Halloween gatherings to opinions about 
high-speed rail and schools.

What drew residents to settle into their 

neighborhood?
What makes each neighborhood come alive?
From local hangouts to book groups, 

races, parks and gatherings, the Almanac 
Neighborhoods offers a sampling of what 
residents say makes their place the best.

A fact box for each neighborhood provides 
information about schools, fire stations, 
shopping and homes, and maps of each city or 
town show the location of each neighborhood.

Want to know more? You can download 
neighborhood maps online or learn 
about other neighborhoods not in this 
book by visiting www.almanacnews.com/
real_estate. Other neighborhoods, as well as 
neighborhoods in Palo Alto and Mountain 
View, are profiled online.

Sam Sciolla, Editor
ssciolla@paweekly.com

ATHERTON
MENLO PARK
PORTOLA VALLEY
WOODSIDE

Editor: Sam Sciolla

Art director: Rosanna Leung

Map designer: Scott Peterson

 Vice President Sales and Marketing: 
Tom Zahiralis

 Sales representatives:  
Connie Jo Cotton, Neal Fine, 
Rosemary Lewkowitz, Carolyn Oliver

 Home-sales data: Courtesy of  
J. Robert Taylor, Taylor Properties

STAFF

Additional copies of the Almanac Neighborhoods, 
as well as companion publications — Palo Alto 
Neighborhoods and Mountain View/Los Altos 
Neighborhoods — are available at the Almanac for 
$5 each. All three publications are available online at 
www.almanacnews.com/real_estate.

Copyright © 2015 by Embarcadero Media.  
All rights reserved. Reproduction without permission 
is strictly prohibited.

On the cover: Top: A home in the Atherton Oaks 
neighborhood, photo by Michelle Le. Below: A home 
in the Westridge neighborhood, photo by Michelle Le.

450 Cambridge Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

650-854-2626 
www.TheAlmanacOnline.com

ONur eighborhoods

Downtown Menlo Park, Menlo Park Ladera, Portola Valley

M
ichelle Le
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CalBRE# 01298824
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  Lindenwood

  Atherton Oaks

  Lloyden Park

 West Atherton

  West of Alameda

FACTS
2014-15 TOWN  
OPERATING BUDGET:  
$11.46 million

POPULATION (2010): 
6,914

HOUSEHOLDS  
(2009-13): 2,440

SINGLE-FAMILY  
HOUSING (2009-13): 
98.7 percent

MEDIAN 2014  
HOME PRICE: 
$4,388,888

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (2009-13):  
$239,886

The privacy gained by lots of at least one 
acre, winding streets with mature trees, 
gracious mansions set well back from 

the curbless streets — this is Atherton today.
Once part of a Spanish rancho, the town 

was incorporated in 1923. One of its first 
rules was to assure that lots would not be 
subdivided into parcels smaller than an acre. 

With a few exceptions — primarily former 
San Mateo County streets acquired through 
annexation — that remains the rule today.

A few of the early homes remain, including 
three built by Timothy Hopkins for his 
daughters between 1901 and 1908 on 
Parkwood Drive, Altree Court and Lowery 
Drive.
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Credible

Distinctive

Dynamic

Hardworking

Responds Quickly

CINDY       LIEBSCH
Realtor®

Cindy Liebsch
CELL: 650.591.7473 | OFFICE: 650.591.7473 
LICENSE # 01324217 | Cindy@CindyLiebsch.com

PARENT & SUPPORTER

Value Beyond The Market . . .
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• •

• A neighborhood specialist with extensive knowledge of market trends,
  property pricing, and micro-economic of 

•

• An avid real estate investor who has in-depth 
  knowledge and experience in investment strategies and pracitices. 

• A seasoned professional with a track record of success - Julie continues to have 
  great track records throughout the years and was ranked one of the top agents
  of the US according to Wall Street Journal

•

•

•

Why Julie when it 
     comes to real estate?

Broker Associate, CRS, SRES, MBA
Top agent of the nation,
according to Wall Street Journal rankings
License # 01339682
Cell Phone: (650) 799-8888
Email: julie@julietsailaw.com
Website: www.JulieTsaiLaw.com

我精通中文
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PALO ALTO  |   LOS ALTOS  |   SARATOGA  |   LOS GATOS  |   WILLOW GLEN  |   SANTA CRUZ  |   APTOS

369 S. SAN ANTONIO ROAD   LOS ALTOS   (650) 947-2900
258 HIGH STREET   PALO ALTO   (650) 323-1900

REDEFINING REAL ESTATE SINCE 2006

CHRIS 

TRAPANI

Founder

TIM 

PROSCHOLD

Sales  Manager

BRIAN 

CHANCELLOR

Sales  Manager

W W W . S E R E N O G R O U P . C O M
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STEPHANIE SAVIDES has lived on the Mid-Peninsula her 
entire life and has many local connections:

•  Grew up in Los Altos//Los Altos Hills

•  Graduated from Gunn High School in Palo Alto

•  B.A from Stanford University

•  J.D. from Santa Clara University School of Law

•  Practiced 10+ years as a Real Estate Contracts Attorney

•  Central Menlo Park Homeowner since 1992

•  Parent of children who have attended Oak Knoll  
Elementary School, Hillview Middle School and  
Menlo-Atherton High

•  Competed worldwide on professional tennis circuit

Savides Real Estate is a boutique residential real estate  
company providing high quality personalized service to 
buyers and sellers of properties in Menlo Park, Atherton, 
Palo Alto, Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos 
Hills, and surrounding areas.

SILICON 
VALLEY 
EXPERT

ALUMNI

S T E P H A N I E  
S A V I D E S

Owner/Broker 
Attorney

www.SavidesRealEstate.com
stephanie.savides@gmail.com

BRE# 0117710165

650-464-3581Redwood City
Represented Seller - 4 offers

Los Altos
Represented Buyer - 7 offers

Los Altos
Represented Buyer - 2 offers

Palo Alto
Represented Seller - 3 offers

San Mateo
Represented Buyer - 8 offers

Portola Valley
Represented Buyer - 3 offers
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Ornate gates mark the entrance to 
Atherton’s Lindenwood, and old trees, 
both gnarled and majestic, line the 

meandering streets.
Those streets are known for getting 

people lost, says Marion Oster, president of 
the Lindenwood Homes Association and 
the Atherton Heritage Association and a 
neighborhood resident for more than 30 
years. Lindenwood’s streets are laid out in the 
pattern of the 19th-century walking paths 
that crisscrossed the neighborhood when it 
was the estate of James C. Flood.

When the elder Flood died, the estate 
passed to his daughter, Mrs. Oster says. 
Flood’s daughter found that running the 
estate required too much effort, and so 
she sold it to the University of California, 
Berkeley.

“They kept it for a couple of years but 
found the upkeep on an estate of over 600 
acres and this far away was more than they 
could handle,” Mrs. Oster says.

The estate was subsequently sold back to 
Flood’s daughter, who then gave it to her 
brother as a wedding gift. In 1935, the estate’s 
land, home and contents were auctioned off, 
and the oldest Lindenwood homes were built 
immediately thereafter on the original estate 
grounds.

A few years ago Kat Westover and her 
family moved from near the Atherton library 
to Lindenwood as a compromise. Her 
husband wanted to live in the country, but 
Mrs. Westover wanted a more urban lifestyle. 
Lindenwood, with its nearly acre-sized lots and 

quiet ambiance, was the perfect fit, she says.
“It really does have a country feel, but we’ll 

walk downtown on Sunday mornings for 
brunch.”

Many original historical artifacts — like 
lampposts, sturdy yet decorative walls, statues, 
and fountains — from Flood’s home and 
grounds remain today, adorning common 
spaces and private yards alike.

“We have a lot of people who don’t live in 
Lindenwood who like to walk around and 
look at the different artifacts,” Mrs. Oster says. 
“And sometimes they get lost because we have 
curved streets. Usually on the third time I see 
a car go by, I’ll motion, ‘Can I help you?’”

In addition to hosting an annual 
neighborhood party, which features culinary 
treats and music, the Lindenwood Homes 
Association leads guided history walks for 
residents and interested locals to view the 
neighborhood’s features.

Life in Lindenwood, with its secluded 
ambiance, is peaceful. When Mrs. Westover 
passes through the neighborhood gates on her 
way home, she says she instantly relaxes. Mrs. 
Oster also finds living in the neighborhood 
quiet and relaxing.

“As my daughter puts it,” she says, 
“[Lindenwood] is fantasy land.”

Local wildlife enjoy Lindenwood as much 
as the residents. Shortly after moving in, 
Mrs. Westover says she and her husband were 
walking their dog in the neighborhood when 
she noticed what she thought was a deer 
statue. Her husband suggested that it was 
actually a live deer, but it wasn’t until the deer 

took off running — startling her and her dog 
— that she was convinced.

“People are shocked that there are deer 
(in Lindenwood),” Mrs. Oster says. “I had a 
mother deer and a little fawn get into my rose 
garden, and what they did to a rose bush was 
just amazing!”

— Kimberlee D’Ardenne

Lindenwood

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Playschool, 
Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., Atherton

FIRE STATION: 

LOCATION:  

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: 
Homes Association, Marion Oster, 650-325-0714

PARK: Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., 
Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City  
School District  

 
1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo 

 
Menlo Park

SHOPPING: 

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $4,450,000 
($2,980,000-$7,500,000)

HOMES SOLD: 21

M
ichelle Le
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FOR SALE
VISCAINO ROAD 
LOS ALTOS HILLS

$15,000,000 
WWW.12775VISCAINO.COM

monicacormanbroker
BRE #01111473       mcorman@apr.com   

650.543.1164   monicacorman.com

SOLD
BAY LAUREL

MENLO PARK
REPRESENTED THE SELLER

SOLD
OREGON AVENUE 

PALO ALTO
REPRESENTED THE BUYER

FOR SALE
ALPINE ROAD

PORTOLA VALLEY

$5,000,000 
WWW.5000ALPINE.COM

SOLD
OAK AVENUE 
MENLO PARK

REPRESENTED THE BUYER

SOLD
PARTITION ROAD 

WOODSIDE
REPRESENTED THE SELLER

SOLD
OAK STREET 
LOS ALTOS

REPRESENTED THE SELLER

SOLD
WATKINS AVENUE 

ATHERTON
REPRESENTED THE BUYER

SOLD
COLLAGE AVENUE

PALO ALTO
REPRESENTED THE SELLER

SOLD
STONEPINE LANE

MENLO PARK
REPRESENTED THE BUYER

SOLD
VISTA VERDE ROAD 
PORTOLA VALLEY
REPRESENTED THE SELLER

SERVING YOUR 
NEIGHBORHOOD

MENLO PARK

ATHERTON

PALO ALTO

STANFORD

WOODSIDE

PORTOLA VALLEY

LOS ALTOS

LOS ALTOS HILLS

SUCCESS

SOLD
MONTE ROSA DRIVE

MENLO PARK
REPRESENTED THE BUYER

SOLD
UNIVERSITY DRIVE

MENLO PARK
REPRESENTED THE BUYER

SALE PENDING
PALM COURT 
MENLO PARK

$3,600,000 
WWW.32PALMCT.COM

SOLD
CHANNING AVENUE 

PALO ALTO
REPRESENTED THE BUYER
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Atherton Oaks

Wedged between the Caltrain tracks 
and Middlefield Road, it’s easy 
to confuse Atherton Oaks for 

one of the well-established surrounding 
neighborhoods.

What’s more, Holbrook Palmer Park and 
Felton Gables cleave it nearly in two, leaving 
one side running from Watkins Avenue to 
Fair Oaks Lane and the other from Encinal 
Avenue to Glenwood Avenue.

Tom Holt, who has lived in the area 
for more than 30 years, doesn’t mind the 
Atherton Oaks’ odd shape, but said that it’s 
sometimes overlooked.

“In our experience this place is kind of a 
sleeper,” Mr. Holt says. “When people think 
of Atherton, they think of Lindenwood, 
Felton Gables or West Atherton and they 
kind of forget about this little corridor.”

Still, being on the edge of Atherton and 
Menlo Park has its perks, he says.

“We really enjoy the rural sense of Atherton 
while being really close to Menlo Park,” he 
says. “It’s an easy walk to downtown. It’s the 
kind of community where you know folks, 
and as you encounter them you can catch up 
on how their family is doing and what they’re 
up to.”

The area is surrounded by a number of 

schools, including Encinal Elementary, 
Menlo-Atherton High School, Sacred Heart 
and Menlo School. Of course, Holbrook-
Palmer Park is extremely close, as well.

Mr. Holt, whose two children attended 
nearby public schools, said these amenities 
make the neighborhood a perfect place for 
young families to start.

Its proximity to the schools can make it 
difficult to navigate traffic once school gets 
out, but commuter traffic isn’t bad, and it’s 
easy enough to plan alternate routes to avoid 
El Camino Real and Middlefield Road, Mr. 
Holt says.

“Everything is kind of an easy drive,” says 
Mr. Holt, who works in Menlo Park. “We don’t 
really buy into the whole traffic problem idea.”

Another perk of living in the area is the 
comparatively larger lots it contains. 

“One of the nice things is the sense of 
space,” he says. “Some places in Menlo are 
quite pricey and they’re typically a half acre or 
a quarter acre, where we have a whole acre.” 

In the end, Mr. Holt says the neighborhood 
isn’t negatively affected by being divided 
by Felton Gables and Holbrook-Palmer 
Park. While distinct, it’s similarly pleasant 
compared to surrounding neighborhoods.

“I wouldn’t say there’s some kind of great 

differentiating aspect,” he says. “Everywhere 
in this area is really delightful.” 

 — Eric Van Susteren

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: The Playschool, 
Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., Atherton

FIRE STATION:

LOCATION: between Laurel Street and the 
 

from Glenwood Avenue to Encinal Avenue  
and Watkins Avenue to Fair Oaks Lane

PARK: Holbrook-Palmer Park,  
150 Watkins Ave., Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District —
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave.,  

 
1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 

Atherton

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,095,000 
($2,550,000-$4,200,000)

HOMES SOLD: 3

M
ichelle Le
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THE DELEON DIFFERENCE

At DeLeon Realty, 
team of specialists to guide you to the 
perfect real estate solution. Our salaried 
team, complete with buyer specialists, 
interior designers, and an in-house marketing 
department, guarantees you more options 
than any other real estate organization in 
Silicon Valley.

650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | CalBRE #01903224
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Lloyden Park

Tucked between the Atherton Caltrain 
station and the edge of Redwood City, 
the winding streets of Lloyden Park 

create a quiet little haven that’s close to schools, 
the library and Holbrook-Palmer Park. 

No two homes are exactly alike, although most 
were built in the 1930s and 1940s on one-third-
acre lots. One Streamline Moderne home was 
built for the 1939 San Francisco World’s Fair.

Newcomer Sharon Herrell, her husband 
Kelly and son Jack tested out a variety of 
neighborhoods before settling on Lloyden 
Park. After living in Palo Alto, Napa and 
San Francisco, they decided to return to the 
Peninsula.

“We realized there were so many pocket 
neighborhoods,” Mrs. Herrell says. The family 
rented in West Atherton and Vintage Oaks 
before starting to look seriously into buying 
in 2013.

“We felt that West Atherton was not 
neighborhoody enough,” she says.

After losing bids on seven houses in the hot 
market, they went on hold for a year. But in 
2014 the same house they had admired the 
previous year was back on the market and 
they jumped.

Lloyden Park has “sidewalks, street lamps, 
kids ... and it’s quiet,” Mrs. Herrell says. “We 
wanted Jack to have a neighborhood experience, 
to feel like we were part of a community.”

Rosemary Sisson has lived in Lloyden Park 
since 1969, when she and her late husband 
John swapped their Menlo Park home for the 
home his mother had lived in since 1942. 

They raised their two children there.
“When we went outside, we could see El 

Camino Real,” Mrs. Sisson recalls, noting 
how the neighborhood has filled in. 

The Sissons were attracted not only by the 
house itself, but by its location near the train 
station. “Mr. Sisson worked for Southern 
Pacific and wanted to take the train to San 
Francisco,” she says.

And it’s very quiet.
“Sometimes I sit in the garage and wait and 

time how long it is until a car or person or 
dog goes by. Sometimes it’s 15 minutes,” Mrs. 
Sisson says.

The best part of the neighborhood, though, 
are the neighbors, Mrs. Sisson says. “They 
are all very, very nice and friendly. They walk 
their dogs.”

The Herrell family, with its two 
Labradoodles, Zoe and Hunk, are among the 
frequent dog walkers.

And a favorite family activity on a Sunday 
morning is to bicycle to the Menlo Park 
Farmers Market, Mrs. Herrell says.

When the Sissons were raising their family, 
it was common to have Fourth of July 
gatherings, but many of the old traditions 
have diminished over time.

Mrs. Herrell, noticing the number of 
children in the area now, got together with 
longtime resident Nina Dimitreli to organize 
Halloween in 2014. The kids went house to 
house, passing out fliers, asking people to call if 
they wanted to participate in trick-or-treating 
this year. Twenty people called to get their 

homes marked as Halloween-friendly, and 65 
trick-or-treaters showed up at the Herrells.

“We’re talking about reviving the block 
party, maybe around back-to-school or 
Memorial Day,” Mrs. Herrell says. “That’s the 
next thing. I’m on a mission.”

— Carol Blitzer

FACTS
FIRE STATION: 32 Almendral Ave., Atherton

LOCATION: between El Camino Real and the 

Avenue to Lloyden Drive.

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Lloyden 

 
dbarca@pacunion.com

PARK:
Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Redwood City School District 

Sequoia Union High School District —  

Atherton

SHOPPING:  
El Camino Real, Redwood City

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE:

HOMES SOLD: 

Veronica W
eber
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650.743.0734 | Elyse@ElyseBarca.com | Lic #01006027

Successfully adding value for buyers and sellers since 1988

elyse barca

ELYSE BARCA, CRS | SRES

Credentials Matter.  
But true success is always measured by the client.

“We interviewed several agents, but Elyse’s communication 
skills, superb organization and attention to detail put her 
above the others. What clinched the decision was Elyse’s 
reputation.”

C.C. - Menlo Park

“In Elyse, we found a gold mine! She is sharp and 

was our cheerleader when we needed encouragement, 
our library when we needed information and our therapist 
during the transition.”

M.K. - Atherton

“We have the peace of mind that Elyse will always add value 

J.H. - Woodside

“Elyse made a major life decision nearly stress-free. She 
was there to guide me every step of the way.”

M.B. - Palo Alto

ELYSE BARCA
ElyseBarca.com
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West Atherton

Of all of the neighborhoods in the town 
of Atherton, which Forbes magazine 
recently ranked as the wealthiest zip 

code in the country for the second year in 
a row, West Atherton may be the toniest. 
Home to some of Silicon Valley’s most elite 
executives and investors, the neighborhood 
is one of the most sought-after residential 
areas in the San Francisco Bay Area. Like all 
of Atherton, homes are located on lots of one 
or more acres and tend to be secluded behind 
private gates and large hedges. These homes 
typically sell for $10 million and above.

For such an opulent neighborhood, West 
Atherton had relatively humble beginnings. 
In 1860, Faxon Dean Atherton, a merchant 
from Massachusetts, purchased 640 acres for 
$10 an acre and built a modest family home 
in the middle of it. The town’s founder raised 
his seven children in this home, and some of 
their names are commemorated on the street 
signs today: Elena, Isabella and Alejandro.

At the center of West Atherton social 
life is the renowned Menlo Circus Club, 
which resides on the location of Atherton’s 
original home. This beautiful, private country 
club features state-of-the-art equestrian 
facilities, tennis courts, pools and a stunning 

clubhouse. The club, which traces its 
beginnings to 1920 when a few young girls 
on ponies decided to put on a circus for 
parents and neighbors, maintains its family 
atmosphere today with children’s parties, 
family picnics, trail rides and other events 
throughout the year. It is also the scene 
of many social and philanthropic events, 
including its annual horse show and the 
contemporary version of the original circus, 
the Tally-Ho, a series of events that has raised 
millions of dollars for the Lucile Packard 
Children’s Hospital Stanford.

Caren Taylor, who moved to West Atherton 
in 2011 with her husband and two sons, 
was drawn to the neighborhood by its wide 
streets, big lots and semi-rural feel. “We have 
two rambunctious boys, so we wanted a nice 
big piece of land,” Mrs. Taylor says.

The schools were also a big consideration for 
them. “We are a big fan of public schools, and 
we wanted to be in the Los Lomitas school 
district,” she says. “The boys love the school 
and they love the backyard. We’ve been lucky. 
All of our neighbors are nice and friendly, and 
we’ve been invited to neighborhood parties.” 

According to Mrs. Taylor, the only 
downside is that the large lots and distance 

between the houses can make trick-or treating 
somewhat difficult.

Long-term residents, despite their love for 
the neighborhood, mention other issues that 
have come along with its growing popularity. 
“It used to be so nice and quiet. It’s not so 
much anymore since all the construction 
and all the new houses being built,” says Lil 
Kavanaugh, a resident for over 30 years. “You 
don’t really know the neighbors anymore — 
they just stay to themselves.”

Although she constantly gets letters in the 
mail from realtors, Mrs. Kavanaugh doesn’t 
plan on selling any time soon. Most of her 
friends are still here, and she enjoys her large 
lot, home and swimming pool, especially for 
family get-togethers. “I have nine children, 
33 grandchildren and 18 great-grandchildren, 
and most of them live close enough to come 
for barbecues in the summer,” she says. “They 
really enjoy it here.”

— Kathy Cordova

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Sacred 
Heart Montessori Preschool, 150 Valparaiso Ave., 
Atherton

FIRE STATION: 32 Almendral Ave., Atherton

LOCATION: between Alameda de las Pulgas and 
El Camino Real, from Selby Lane and Stockbridge 
Avenue to Valparaiso Avenue

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: St. Joseph’s School,  
50 Emilie Ave., Atherton; Menlo School,  
50 Valparaiso Ave., Atherton; Sacred Heart 
Preparatory, 150 Valparaiso Ave., Atherton;  
Menlo College, 1000 El Camino Real, Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: (Eligibility for school districts 
depends on resident’s address)
Menlo Park City School District — Oak Knoll 
School, 1895 Oak Knoll Lane, Menlo Park;  
Encinal Elementary School, 195 Encinal Ave., 
Menlo Park; Hillview Middle School,  
1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Redwood City School District — Selby Lane 
School, 170 Selby Lane, Atherton; Kennedy Middle 
School, 2521 Goodwin Ave., Redwood City; plus 
magnet schools
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 

Atherton

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park;  
Stanford Shopping Center

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $5,100,000  
($1,726,000-$18,900,000)

HOMES SOLD: 38
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Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. 
Buyer to verify all information to their satisfaction.

TOTAL SALES VOLUME IN ATHERTON REAL ESTATE IS OVER $2 BILLION

THE #6 TEAM IN NORTH AMERICA, PER THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.  

MARY GULLIXSON
650.888.0860

mary@apr.com
License #00373961

BRENT GULLIXSON
650.888.4898
brentg@apr.com
License #01329216

FOR SALE Adam Way

FOR SALE Almendral Avenue

FOR SALE Tallwood Court

SOLD Fleur Avenue

REPRESENTING ATHERTON’S FINEST PROPERTIES

SOLD Atherton Avenue

FOR SALE Belbrook Way

FOR SALE Selby LaneFOR SALE Atherton Avenue

FOR SALE Polhemus Avenue

SOLD  Monte Vista Avenue

GULLIXSON.COM
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West of Alameda

Residents agree that their neighborhood, 
West of Alameda — the area west 
of Alameda De Las Pulgas, between 

Walsh Road and Stockbridge Avenue — is a 
quiet part of Atherton with a natural feel.

Mysterious estate-like properties with 
high gates and hedges spring up along roads 
that wind through hills covered with oaks, 
redwoods, eucalyptus and even olive trees. 
Some of the hilltop homes have sweeping 
views of the bay and the rolling hills.

“It’s wonderful, that’s why I built,” says 

Patricia Arthur, who built a home in the 
neighborhood in 1955.

While it neighbors Woodside High School 
and is just minutes from Interstate 280, this 
westernmost area of the town of Atherton is 
secluded.

West of Alameda residents can be seen 
enjoying the peaceful scenery while walking 
their dogs in the hills.

“It’s like being in the country, and yet we’re 
five minutes from Stanford Hospital and 
shopping centers,” Ms. Arthur says.

While the streets are quiet, Ms. Arthur 
says there have been problems with people 
speeding in the neighborhood.

Neighbors say you can sometimes hear 
coyotes, owls and mountain lions up in the 
hills at night.

Judith Finch says her family moved to the 
neighborhood from San Francisco for the 
school district. She says her three children 
took the bus to school.

“While the neighborhood holds an annual 
block party, there is not a sense of community 
because the houses are so far apart,” she says.

— Sally Schilling

FACTS
FIRE STATION: 3322 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Menlo Park

LOCATION: Alameda de las Pulgas to Interstate 
280; Menlo Park city border near Walsh Road to the 
Redwood City border near Fletcher Drive

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las  
Pulgas, Atherton; La Entrada Middle School,  
2200 Sharon Road, Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

SHOPPING: Woodside Road, Woodside

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $5,875,000  
($3,000,000-$13,998,000)

HOMES SOLD: 14
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Lyn Jason Cobb: 650.566.5331
LynJason.Cobb@cbnorcal.com

Herschel Cobb, J.D.: 650. 6 .
HRCobb@gmail.com

Regan Byers: 650.678.7765
Regan.Byers@cbnorcal.com

Expert Knowledge | Proven Results
4th generation Peninsula resident

6th generation San Francisco Bay Area resident
Over 70 years of Real Estate Experience

Lyn Jason Cobb & Associates brings an emphasis on innovation 
and service to the local real estate market and our connections 
to the areas we serve go back for generations. That personal 
experience and in-depth market knowledge give our clients a 
distinct advantage when buying or selling a home.

Our Clients Receive:

Other Qualifi cations:

President’s Premier Team
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#1 Market Share in Menlo Park

Adding Value to Your Most Valuable Asset... EVERYDAY.

keri  nicholas
Top 30 Agents Nationwide - Wall Street Journal

International President’s Premier   |   Top 1% Internationally - Coldwell Banker
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   Fair Oaks 

   Suburban Park/
Lorelei Manor/
Flood Park Triangle

  Menlo Oaks

   Belle Haven

   South of Seminary/
Vintage Oaks

  The Willows

  Park Forest 

  Felton Gables 

   Linfield Oaks

   Downtown  
Menlo Park

   Allied Arts/ 
Stanford Park

   Central Menlo Park

   Stanford Hills

   University Heights

   Sharon Heights

   Stanford Weekend 
Acres

FACTS
2014-15 CITY  
GENERAL FUND  
BUDGET: $72.1 million

POPULATION (2010): 
32,026

HOUSEHOLDS  
(2009-13): 13,172

SINGLE-FAMILY 
HOUSING (2009-13): 
54.3 percent

MEDIAN 2014 HOME 
PRICE: $1,902,112.50

MEDIAN 2014  
CONDOMINIUM 
PRICE: $1,200,000

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (2009-13): 
$112,262

Once known as the “Sleepy Hollow 
of California,” Menlo Park did not 
take off as a community until after 

World War II. Despite its proximity to 
Stanford University, Sand Hill Road venture 
capitalists, dot-com startups and research 
institutions, “Menlo Park still at least seems 
like a small town,” note Michael Svanevik 
and Shirley Burgett in their published 

“Menlo Park: Beyond the Gate.”
Landowners first incorporated back in 

1874, but chose to “disincorporate” a mere 
two years later. It wasn’t until 1927 that 
today’s city was established.

Menlo Park now offers a suburban enclave 
with many urban amenities: from a bustling 
downtown and strong public school district, 
to plenty of parks and recreation facilities.
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Fair Oaks

Residents in the Fair Oaks 
neighborhood in Menlo Park enjoy 
the best of both worlds: the quiet, 

tree-lined neighborhood streets contrast with 
El Camino Real and Middlefield Road, busy 
streets lined with restaurants and retail.

Traffic chicanes dot many of the roads, and 
tall trees provide shade while walking through 
the neighborhood.

Margy Kahn, a playwright who lives on 
8th Avenue, moved to the neighborhood in 
1981. She says she was drawn to the area’s 
interesting vibe, diversity and the Mexican 
restaurants that line Middlefield Road. She 
works from home and has held various 
occupations throughout her time living in 
Fair Oaks, including teaching at Garfield 
Elementary School down the road.

“This neighborhood was far more diverse 
than any other neighborhood I saw in the 
Peninsula,” she says. “It’s between Atherton 
and the heavily Latino part of Redwood City. 
It doesn’t look like a development.”

After living in Fair Oaks for more than 
30 years, Ms. Kahn says she has noticed an 
increase of neighbors who work in technology 
and a decrease of people in the arts. There are 
few rental homes in the area, which makes it 
hard for artists to afford housing, she adds.

“There used to be a lot of community 
involvement here, but the people who have 
moved in over the years have to work long 
hours now,” she says.

There are many resources available throughout 
the neighborhood, which she describes as “very 
walkable”: a coffee shop, the Atherton library 

(a “gem”), a market and the Riekes Center for 
Human Enhancement. However, she says that 
she is always hoping that biking along the busy 
Middlefield Road will get better.

Another Fair Oaks resident, Anja 
Stadelhofer, says she likes the landscaping in 
the area and its sense of community.

“I love all of the old trees. It’s all very 
friendly. People have been living here forever. I 
like that there is not a lot of traffic,” she says.

Mrs. Stadelhofer moved into a home on 
8th Avenue across the street from Ms. Kahn 
in 2011 with her husband. He works in 
aerospace engineering, while she works in 
marketing. They have a young son.

“We have a baby and the last thing I wanted 
was being scared all day that he could be hit 
by a car. I like that the streets are narrow — 
they have all these chicanes built in.”

Mrs. Stadelhofer, who moved with her 
family from Los Gatos, says that she fell in love 
with the area because it doesn’t have a lot of 
commercial, industrial space surrounding it. 
However, she fears this might change.

“I hear there are plans to develop the area, 
which is scaring me because I hear there 
are talks about making the streets here a lot 
wider,” she says. However, for now, it’s all just 
pre-planning talk, she says.

She enjoys the bike-friendly, quiet 
atmosphere and doesn’t mind making the 
short drive to downtown Menlo Park. There 
are grocery stores and markets within walking 
distance where she can buy produce. One of 
her favorite resources in the area is the U-ME 
indoor children’s playground — a 10-minute 

walk from her home.
“With children, living here is fantastic,” she 

says.

— Sam Borsos

FACTS
FIRE STATION: 4101 Fair Oaks Ave., Menlo Park

LOCATION: Fifth Avenue at the Redwood City 
 

and Semicircular roads

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Fair Oaks 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Redwood City School District 
 

Redwood City
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING:  

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE:

HOMES SOLD
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Saluting
Allied Arts Guild
Bay Area Lyme Foundation
Bayshore Christian Ministries
Bridgemont School
Bring Me a Book Foundation
Children’s Health Council
City Team Ministrieis
Collective Roots
Costano School
Deborah’s Palm
Eastside College Preparatory 
School
Ecumenical Hunger

EPATT
Filoli
Humane Society of the Silicon 
Valley
Las Lomitas Elementary School 
District
Lucille Packard Foundation
Maple Street Homeless Shelter
Menlo Park Atherton Education 
Foundation
Menlo Park Presbyterian Church
Music@Menlo
One Million Lights
Palo Alto Partners in Education

Peninsula High School
Peninsula Volunteers Inc, 
Rosener House
Pets in Need
Phillips Brooks School
Ravenswood Education 
Foundation
Ronald McDonald House at 
Stanford
Second Harvest Food Bank
Sequoia Hospital Foundation
St Anthony’s Padua Dining Room
Stanford Buck/Cardinal Club
Village Enterprise Fund

Pacific Union, the Bay Area’s leading luxury real estate 
firm, proudly supports our professionals’ donations to 
local charities.

650.314.7200 | 1706 El Camino Real, Menlo Park, CA 94025 | A Member of Real Living
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LE S L I E  WO O D S

personalized
real estate

“At the end of the day, I want to 

make sure my clients feel like they 

were taken care of with highest level 

honesty and integrity. Whether you 

are looking to sell your house, buy 

a new home, or buy an investment 

property, I hope we get a chance to 

work together.”

LWOODSREALESTATE.COM

tour my website...

650.796.9580
LWOODS@SERENOGROUP.COM

LIC # 01855901

LET’S MEET FOR COFFEE!
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B R E #  0 1 1 7 4 9 9 8

A PROUD 
MEMBER 

OF THE

THE ART AND 
SCIENCE OF 
REAL ESTATE™

WHEN HE’S AROUND, THERE’S NO NEIGHBORHOOD COMP.
On one hand, Brian Chancellor is a genuinely nice guy. Ask anyone who’s met him. On the other, Brian’s a savvy, 

skilled, connected, and powerful client advocate. This artful blend is what’s made him a top-producing Realtor 

nationwide – 20 years and counting. Add in his absolute commitment to integrity, and you have a fantastic 

Realtor who’s arguably incomparable. Call Brian at 650.303.5511, email him at brianc@serenogroup.com, 

or visit his site at BrianChancellor.com. Once you meet Brian, we think you’ll agree — very few come close.
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Suburban Park/Lorelei Manor/ 
Flood Triangle

Tucked between Marsh Road, U.S. 
Highway 101 and Bay Road, the 
unassuming Suburban Park, Lorelei 

Manor and Flood Triangle neighborhoods 
of Menlo Park provide mid-century family 
homes and a charming community feeling for 
a (relatively) affordable price.

All three neighborhoods share access to 
popular-but-beleaguered Flood Park, recently 
spared again from budget-cutting closure. 
The Friends of Flood Park nonprofit works 
to raise funds and plan improvements for the 
community gathering point.

For Henry Riggs, Lorelei Manor resident since 
1998, it was the lovely ash trees that sold him on 
the neighborhood. Now that he has made the 
area his home for a decade and a half, he is still 
a fan of the foliage, declaring his favorite part of 
living there is a “tie between great neighbors and 
those big street trees.” Those great neighbors form 
the small community (89 homes) Mr. Riggs calls, 
“unusually friendly,” with annual events including 
barbecues, hay rides and ice-cream socials.

Another perk is being within walking 
distance of several parks and Marsh Manor 
Shopping Center, as well as both downtown 
Menlo Park and Redwood City.

Homes in the three neighborhoods date to 
tracts built in the 1950s, with many receiving 
renovations and/or additions over the years. 
And thanks to the action of Mr. Riggs and 
others, Lorelei Park clarified its zoning 

regulations in 2004, giving residents more 
freedom in development and improvements.

As for what the future holds, Mr. Riggs 
notes that when he first moved in, “the freight 
train lumbered by at 5 mph a couple times a 
week; kind of charming. It hardly runs any 
more.” He hopes one day to see an electric 
light rail installed to better serve public-
transportation needs, though the long hoped-
for Dumbarton Rail project has been shelved 
for the moment.

Current Suburban Park Neighborhood 
Association President Tim Yaeger moved 
to the neighborhood in 2009. Events 
spearheaded by the active neighborhood 
association include holiday parades and 
festivals and a special street dance complete 
with children’s games, dinner and a DJ for 
late-night dancing.

The population of young families, as well as 
convenient location, initially attracted Yaeger 
to the area, which he decribed as “a beautiful 
community marked by tree-lined streets.” He 
calls his fellow residents friendly and helpful 
— willing to go the extra mile to make people 
feel at home.

“When a new family moves in there is a 
welcome committee that drops off a small gift, 
and new babies are met with organized baby 
dinners prepared by other families who know the 
busyness of bringing home a newborn,” he says. 
“Stroll through the neighborhood in the afternoon 

and you’ll find impromptu play dates all over the 
place. It’s also a place of mixed generations with 
young families, empty-nesters and elderly.”

— Karla Kane

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: James B. Flood 
School, 320 Sheridan Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION:

LOCATION:

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS:  
Lorelei Manor: Tom Cecil, tcecil75@hotmail.com; 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Menlo Park;  

 
Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 

Atherton

SHOPPING:

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,309,000 
($1,000,000-$1,925,000)

HOMES SOLD: 20

M
ichelle Le
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Coldwell Banker#1 IN CALIFORNIA

MENLO PARK  |  PALO ALTO  |  PORTOLA VALLEY  |  WOODSIDE
©2014 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker® is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. Equal Housing Opportunity.  

Each Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Office Is Owned And Operated by NRT LLC. DRE License #00313415

Carla Anisman
650-888-9521
Canisman1@aol.com

Margot Lockwood
650-400-2528

homes@margotlockwood.com

Sue Crawford 
650-566-5341

Scrawford@cbnorcal.com

Buffy Bianchini
650-888-6379

Bbianchini@cbnorcal.com

Darcy Gamble
650-380-9415

darcy.gamble@cbnorcal.com

Jean & Chris 
Isaacson

650-387-8427
Christopher.Isaacson@cbnorcal.com

Elaine White
650-566-5323

Ewhite@cbnorcal.com

Kimm Terpening
650-867-4880
Kimm.terpening.com

Sean Foley
650-207-6005

SeanFoleyCB@gmail.com

Kim Hansen
650-330-6240

Kim.Hansen@cbnorcal.com

Dan Ziony
650-201-1010
www.DanZiony.com

Gwen Luce
650-566-5343
gluce@cbnorcal.com

Steve Bulifant
415-533-7270

steve.bulifant@cbnorcal.com

Karin Riley
650-324-4456

Karin.Riley@cbnorcal.com

Pat McDonnell  
& Sophie Kirk
650-464-3744

pat.mcdonnell@cbnorcal.com

John Marshall
650-520-5122

John.Marshall@cbnorcal.com

Wendi Selig-
Aimonetti

650-465-5602
Wselig@cbnorcal.com

Lyn Jason Cobb 
650-566-5331

lynjason.cobb@cbnorcal.com
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Menlo Oaks

Belle Haven

Bumpy, cracked roads in obvious need 
of repair might draw grumbles from 
residents in many neighborhoods.

But when San Mateo County offered to 
repave roads in Menlo Oaks, residents said 
thanks, but no thanks.

“We just wanted them patched,” says 
longtime resident Elizabeth Gheleta. “And 
that’s to keep the neighborhood from 
becoming a thoroughfare.”

Flanked by the comparatively busy 
Ringwood Avenue and Bay Road, streets 
within Menlo Oaks are often shaded by 
trees and narrow enough that cars must slow 
down to a crawl to pass each other. Yards 
with vegetation running wild and the lack of 
streetlights adds to the area’s atmosphere.

“We liked the trees, we liked the big 
lots, we liked the rural feel,” says Michael 
Johnston, explaining his decision to move to 
the area with his wife in 2003.

Mr. Johnston is the former president 
of the Menlo Oaks District Association, 
an organization for residents of the 106-
acre island of unincorporated county land 
surrounded by Menlo Park and Atherton.

The association publishes a tri-annual online 
newsletter and holds a yearly community 
meeting. It also puts on an annual summer 

picnic at the Peninsula School, located in the 
heart of the neighborhood. 

For the last couple years, the association has 
also helped coordinate Halloween activities, 
creating maps marking which houses are 
handing out candy and also pit stops for 
parents that provide “adult beverages.”

Residents say an influx of new families has 
enlivened the area.

“There was a period when there were hardly 
any young children around ... and then there 
was a resurgence in the last 10 years,” says Ms. 
Gheleta, who lives in the single-story ranch 
house her husband helped build in 1960.

When she arrived with her three young 
children, her neighbors included not only 
people but horses, sheep, chickens and 
rabbits. Land owned by neighboring St. 
Patrick’s Seminary was not yet developed. She 
says her children used the area as their private 
playground.

Despite the lack of sidewalks, residents of 
Menlo Oaks and surrounding communities 
regularly stroll the narrow roads.

“The streets are fun to walk in, and there’s 
not a lot of traffic,” says Flood Park resident 
Michael Geary as he walks his two dogs.

— Bryce Druzin

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS:  
Peninsula School, 920 Peninsula Way, Menlo Park; 
The Roberts School, 641 Coleman Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION:

LOCATION: Ringwood Avenue to Berkeley 
Avenue, adjacent to the Veterans Administration 
Medical Center; Bay Road to Arlington Way

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Menlo Oaks 
District Association, www.menlo-oaks.org

PARKS: Flood Park, 215 Bay Road, Menlo Park; 
Seminary Oaks Park, Santa Monica Avenue near 

Willow Road near Gilbert Avenue, Menlo Park

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Peninsula School,  
Peninsula Way, Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Laurel School, 95 Edge Road, Atherton; 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Menlo Park;  
Hillview Middle School, 1100 Elder Ave.,Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,969,500 
($1,450,000-$4,873,000)

HOMES SOLD: 6

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Belle Haven 
Child Development Center, 410 Ivy Drive, Menlo 
Park; Belle Haven After-school Program, 415 Ivy 
Drive, Menlo Park; Family Connections, 415 Ivy 
Drive, #14, Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 1467 Chilco St., Menlo Park

LOCATION: east of U.S. Highway 101 between 

near Terminal Avenue

PARKS: Kelly Park, Terminal Avenue near  
Del Norte Avenue, Menlo Park; Market Place Park,  
Ivy Drive and Market Place, Menlo Park

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Beechwood School,  
50 Terminal Ave., Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Ravenswood City School 
District — Belle Haven Elementary School,  
415 Ivy Drive, Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 
Atherton, Carlmont or Woodside high schools

SHOPPING: corner of Willow Road and Hamilton 
Avenue

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $632,500 
($255,000-$1,005,000)

HOMES SOLD: 31

Conceived as an enclave of affordable 
housing for the working class when 
built during the Great Depression, the 

Belle Haven neighborhood, separated from the 
rest of Menlo Park by U.S. Highway 101, now 
houses the most diverse community in the city.

A 540-acre triangle on the south side of 
Highway 101, the neighborhood’s boundaries 
are marked by the Peninsula Corridor Joint 
Powers Board Railroad to the north and 
Willow Road on the east end.

The mostly residential neighborhood home 
to single-family residences, apartments and 
duplexes was first diversified by African 
Americans in the 1950s, with Hispanic and 
Pacific Islanders moving in in the 1980s. 
The neighborhood remains diverse in the 
2010s with many children raised in the 
neighborhood returning as adults, and young 
workers from nearby Facebook moving in.

“Everyone loves this neighborhood that we 
live in,” Whitney Pine Hoermann says. After 
spending two years as a Teach for America 
corps member at Belle Haven Elementary 
School, she moved to the community and 
says she has had former students live on her 

street. Ms. Pine Hoermann added square 
footage to her Terminal Avenue home after 
purchasing it in 2007.

Many in Belle Haven, a designated 
redevelopment zone, are remodeling and 
improving their properties despite what some 
say is an unfriendly city-building-permit 
process.

Building-savvy residents have been steadily 
upgrading their properties, says resident 
Matthew Harris. Raised in the neighborhood, 
he returned to Belle Haven upon his 
retirement in 1995.

The community, residents say, is a 
neighborhood on the upswing.

“I’ve seen a real change for the better,” resident 
Ms. Escobedo says. “New families are moving 
in, houses are being well-kept, and there is more 
eagerness to get involved in the community.”

Neighborhood amenities include two parks, 
schools, a Boys and Girls Club, a senior 
center and the Onetta Harris Community 
Center, where residents say students enjoy art 
and cooking programs.

— Sarah Trauben
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650.380.0085
colleen@colleenforaker.com
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Delivers outstanding results to clients who  
expect the highest quality service:

FOR SELLERS
Manages thorough preparation of listings to 
broaden and maximize appeal

Executes a targeted marketing plan fully leveraging
Sotheby’s national and international platforms

Conducts a careful analysis of comparables for 
highest and best market pricing

FOR BUYERS
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risks and opportunities

Assesses the competitive landscape then structures
offers to the client’s advantage

FOR SELLERS & BUYERS
Provides highly effective professional representation 
focusing on strategic advice and skilled negotiation

Pinpoints best fit properties

C O L L E E N  F O R A K E R
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South of Seminary/Vintage Oaks

Nanhi Singh and her husband 
didn’t know much about the twin 
neighborhoods of South of Seminary 

and Vintage Oaks when they decided to move 
there from Fremont in 2004 after finding 
themselves repeatedly outbid on homes in 
Palo Alto.

“My main focus at that time was to find 
a good public school for my two sons and 
a commute that was manageable,” says 
Mrs. Singh, who was working in Mountain 
View at the time. “That was all I really was 
looking for. I didn’t have any other huge 
expectations, but I got so much more with 
this neighborhood.”

She says that from her first experience with 
a neighbor who rode up on a bike to greet her 
before she had even moved in, to participating 
in the annual Fourth of July parade and 
organizing the “Nash Bash” block party 
that typically attracts over 100 residents, the 
neighborhood has been a tight-knit and friendly 
place to live. There are always people out on the 
streets riding bikes, walking dogs or stopping by 
the garden in her front yard, which has become 
an informal gathering spot, she says. 

Tucked between Middlefield Road, Coleman 
Avenue, Willow Road, Ringwood Avenue 
and Arlington Way, the two neighborhoods 
are built around the 116-year-old St. Patrick’s 
Seminary near Menlo Park’s southern 
border. Despite the area’s proximity to major 
thoroughfares, it has maintained a quiet, 
residential character with mature redwoods, 
oaks and walnut and liquidambar trees.

The South of Seminary neighborhood 
boasts long lots with one-story cottages built 
between the 1920s and 1950s as the land 
was subdivided over time. The Vintage Oaks 
neighborhood came later when the seminary 

developed a portion of its 85-acre property in 
the 1990s.

Attracted to the rural feel of the area, Jana 
and Mark Tuschman moved to a home across 
the street from the Catholic seminary on 
Santa Monica Avenue in 1976 before any 
two-story homes in the Vintage Oaks tract 
were developed there. 

“It used to be almost a European-like, 
peaceful place to walk. We would see a lot 
of owls and other birds. It was very, very 
appealing,” Jana Tuschman says.

David Lehmann, who lives on Gilbert 
Avenue in the South of Seminary 
neighborhood with his wife, Soni Bergman, 
says most of the homes on their block have 
remained relatively unchanged, including 
the 1941 cottage they purchased from the 
daughter of the original owner in 1995.

The couple was drawn to the area because 
of its proximity to Palo Alto and Menlo Park’s 
downtowns. They can walk to either place in 
about 25 minutes.

They had rented within a half-mile radius 

of the neighborhood for several years, but 
they had doubts about finding a home they 
could afford, until Mrs. Bergman met the 
woman she calls her “guardian angel.”

“I was roller-blading by when the owner 
was putting up the for sale sign,” she says. Two 
days later, the home went on the market and 
received multiple bids over the asking price.

“She really liked us and accepted our (low) 
offer,” Bergman says. “We are both artists 
who work from home and feel that because 
of her rare act of kindness, we’ve been able to 
do what we love and live here. We really feel 
fortunate.”

— Linda Taaffe

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Footsteps Pre-
school, 490 Willow Road, Menlo Park; The Roberts 
School, 641 Coleman Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION:

LOCATION:
Coleman Avenue, from Willow Road to Ringwood 
Avenue and Arlington Way

PARK: Seminary Oaks Park, Santa Monica 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Laurel School, 95 Edge Road, Atherton; 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Atherton; Hillview 
Middle School, 1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,062,500 
($1,480,000-$4,000,000)

HOMES SOLD: 12

MEDIAN 2014 CONDIMINIUM PRICE: 
$773,500 ($660,000-$1,208,000)

CONDOMINIUMS SOLD: 6
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ewhite@cbnorcal.com
www.elainewhite.com
Top 1% of Coldwell Banker
#179 Team of Wall Street Journal's Top Realtors of 2013
BRE#01182467

www.facebook.com/EBWRealEstate
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“Elaine, you are a ROCK STAR! Anyone selling in Vintage Oaks would be silly not to hire you, you are 
THE go-to expert . . . Your knowledge and connections were critical in pricing the house correctly, 
negotiating and getting things resolved very quickly. . . You earned every penny of your commission 
and then some.”  – Jesse and Alison Deutsch

“Elaine is completely knowledgeable about the market and what appeals to buyers. She was available 
whenever we needed, had answers to all of our questions, and is a skillful negotiator—all while 
maintaining the utmost integrity.”  – John Stacey

No one has sold more homes in Vintage Oaks than Elaine—except the original developer. 

Contact Elaine for a free consultation at 650.566.5323.
Learn more about buying or selling a Vintage Oaks home at 

www.vintageoakshomes.com.

NO ONE KNOWS VINTAGE OAKS LIKE ELAINE.

Find me on
Facebook
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The Willows

Park Forest

The Willows — bordered by Willow 
Road, U.S. Highway 101 and East 
O’Keefe Street, Middlefield Road and 

San Francisquito Creek — was known as 
North Palo Alto following the Depression. 
Developer Si Simon built a series of “Simon 
Built” homes along Central Avenue.

In 1953, after the incorporation of Menlo 
Park, and with its contemporary borders, the 
area was given its present name.

Residents say there’s no tract feeling in 
most of the area — but many mature trees 
and rambling, twisty roads.

Gary Smith has lived on O’Connor Street 
since 1981. He has run his business, Menalto 
Cleaners, for more than two decades in 
The Willows, in the same mini-strip as La 
Hacienda Market and Cafe Zoë at the corner 
of Menalto and Gilbert.

Mr. Smith remembers the floods brought 
on by El Niño in 1997 and ‘98, and says that 
the neighbors dealt with the damage the same 
way they have dealt with other crises.

“Our neighborhood comes together to 

discuss and resolve. This neighborhood does 
not mess around.”

Although he’s not aware of a neighborhood 
association, he says that there is an earthquake 
preparedness committee, a Willows traffic 
group and several Yahoo groups, as well as a 
moms and babies group.

The neighborhood is served by the Menlo 
Park City School District, which annexed it 
from Ravenswood in 1982.

When asked if there’s anything he doesn’t 
like, Mr. Smith pauses. “There’s a disregard 
for littering.” Since he feels that the 
neighborhood is “aesthetically beautiful,” it 
pains him to see the amount of debris, he 
says.

Gentrification has taken place due to 
the influx of professionals in the popular 
neighborhood. He contributed to the trend 
by remodeling his own home in 1999, he 
adds.

The neighborhood is an accepting one, Mr. 
Smith notes.

“It’s a wonderful place. It’s warm, friendly 

and diverse — racially and culturally.”

— Susan Golovin

FACTS
LOCATION: Willow Road, U.S. Highway 101 and 

 
and San Francisquito Creek

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: German-American  
International School, 275 Elliott Drive, Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Laurel School, 95 Edge Road, Atherton; 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Menlo Park; 
Hillview Middle School, 1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District —  Menlo-

Atherton

SHOPPING: Willow Road

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,760,000 
($1,041,000-$2,800,000)

HOMES SOLD: 33

MEDIAN 2014 CONDOMINIUM PRICE: 
$835,000

CONDOMINIUMS SOLD: 1

Trees that predate surrounding buildings 
by many decades tower over Menlo 
Park’s aptly named Park Forest 

neighborhood.
Before homes were built, the area was an 

undeveloped park full of trees, Bernadette 
Wahle says. Though trees were removed 
to make room for buildings, many old 
ones remain. In addition to residences and 
businesses, Park Forest is also home to lofty 
redwoods, oak trees with twisted and curved 
branches, and two considerable stone pine trees 
just off El Camino Real. The two stone pines 
are the namesakes for Stone Pine Road, one of 
the three streets in Park Forest, Wahle says.

Construction on homes in Park Forest 
started in 1961. Mrs. Wahle and her husband 
moved from Palo Alto three years later.

“We saw the houses and we thought, that 
was it,” she says.

Park Forest homes are simple, with clean 
lines and a modern feel, which also appealed 
to new resident Vittoria Deloulay. Mrs. 
Deloulay, who moved to Park Forest with 
her husband and children in June 2013, 
described her and other Park Forest homes as 
being reminiscent of Bauhaus, or modernist 
German architecture.

“My husband and I both like modern 

architecture, and we were attracted to the 
design of the homes,” she says.

The neighborhood consists of three 
separate homeowner’s associations, with each 
association having their own private park and 
pool.

Though one contractor built the majority 
of the homes at the same time, today homes 
are differentiated by pops of color — such as 
a colorful front door, entryway artwork and 
landscaping added by homeowners.

Living in Park Forest is as convenient and 
comfortable as it is colorful. Mrs. Deloulay 
says she and her family enjoy Park Forest’s 
proximity to downtown Menlo Park, 
Atherton and downtown Palo Alto. 

“We’ve walked to the Atherton library, to 
Holbrook-Palmer Park,” she says, adding that 
she also bicycles to downtown Palo Alto.

“We walk our kids to school, less than half 
a mile, and we walk to downtown Menlo 
Park,” she adds.

Unlike the constant presence of the trees 
that define Park Forest, the neighborhood is 
changing, as more families with children buy 
homes. When Wahle moved to Park Forest 49 
years ago, she says all of the residents were older.

“When I moved in, there were no children. 
Most of the residents were elderly, in their 50s 

and up. Now there are many children; there 
are nine on just our street.”

— Kimberlee D’Ardenne 

FACTS
CHILDCARE & PRESCHOOLS: The Playschool, 
Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., Atherton; 
Trinity School Early Childhood Program at Holy 
Trinity Church, 330 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park

LOCATION: between El Camino Real  
 

from Buckthorn Lane to Stone Pine Lane

PARK: Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., 
Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Laurel School, 95 Edge Road, Atherton; 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Menlo Park;  
Hillview Middle School, 1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District —  Menlo-

Atherton

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,700,000 
($1,500,000- $2,300,000)

HOMES SOLD:  8

MEDIAN 2014 CONDOMINIUM PRICE: 
$1,290,000

CONDIMINIUMS SOLD:  1
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(650) 776-2828 

Omar@Kinaan.com 
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Penelope Huang 
Broker/Owner 
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Penelope.Huang@remax.net 
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Felton Gables

Almost surrounded by Atherton, the small 
Menlo Park neighborhood of Felton 
Gables is named for the 1870s-era estate 

on which it was built: the former home of U.S. 
Sen. Charles Norton Felton.

Bordered by Holbrook-Palmer Park, Encinal 
Avenue and the Southern Pacific Railroad 
tracks, Felton Gables homes were built between 
the 1920s and 1950s. Because lots were built 
and sold individually, the neighborhood’s 115 
custom homes were built in an eclectic range of 
architectural styles, residents say.

“It doesn’t feel like a cookie-cutter 
neighborhood and has nice winding streets,” 
Gail Blumberg, a resident since 1993, says. 
Home designs ranging from modern, Spanish 
villa, cottage and ranch styles to Craftsman 
and New England architecture dot the streets 
lined with mature oak, beech, maple and 
magnolia trees.

Diana Beuttler says each lot in Felton 
Gables, at an average size of 1/4 acre, housed a 
small home when she moved to the “enclosed 
neighborhood” in 1968 for its “convenient 
location and attractive homes.” Felton Gables 
residents developed stricter zoning requirements 
which limit the size of second-floor rebuilds, 
but many homes have since been rebuilt with 
second stories. The neighborhood now houses a 
mix of larger and smaller homes.

Despite architectural changes, residents say 
the area’s secluded geography has made for 
consistent camaraderie among residents and a 
general sense of neighborhood safety that draws 
up to 200 trick-or-treaters each Halloween.

“It’s so inviting that at Halloween people 
across Menlo Park bring their children here 
because it’s so small and safe,” says Barbara 

Wood, who has been a resident for more than 
36 years.

Residents say nearby Holbrook-Palmer 
Park serves as an extended backyard for 
neighborhood children. And Encinal School 
makes Felton Gables attractive to people 
with families. While many original residents 
moved to the neighborhood seeking to 
downsize from large country lots in Atherton 
and Woodside, now younger families live 
alongside established residents.

“It’s a very nice mix of older, middle-aged 
and young families,” Ms. Blumberg says. 
Community get-togethers are common, with 
the Felton Gables Homeowners’ Association 
running a fall adult cocktail party, a general 
meeting in the spring and a widely attended 
Fourth of July picnic, complete with a 
children’s parade and a range of barbeque fare.

Association dues are modest, but the board 
voted this year to donate a surplus to an 
organization representing community members 
on plans for high-speed rail. Concerns about 
railroad expansion plans are widespread, as 
many residents on the railway border fear they 
could lose their properties to eminent domain.

Despite such concerns, turnover remains 
low, and residents say neighbors appreciate 
one another.

“It’s really an incredibly friendly 
neighborhood,” Ms. Beuttler says.

Neighbors keep in touch on strolls through 
the shady streets of Felton Gables. “You know 
everyone in your own little pocket in the 
neighborhood, and people watch out for each 
other,” Mrs. Wood adds.

— Sarah Trauben

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: The Playschool, 
Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., Atherton; 
Trinity Early Childhood Program, 2650 Sand Hill 
Road, Menlo Park, Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 32 Almendral Ave., Atherton

LOCATION:
tracks and south of Holbrook-Palmer Park, between 
Watkins and Encinal avenues

PARK: Holbrook-Palmer Park, 150 Watkins Ave., 
Atherton

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Laurel School, 95 Edge Road, Atherton; 
Encinal School, 195 Encinal Ave., Atherton; Hillview 
Middle School, 1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,917,500 
($2,275,000 and $3,560,000)

HOMES SOLD: 2
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“My husband and I could not agree for 7 years, then Jackie came along and she
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 strong market knowledge
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marketing skills

Let Jackie Help You Achieve Your 
Real Estate Dreams!

Jackie Copple has been helping clients on the Peninsula 
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accountant, a fi nancial planner, and since 1989 as a Realtor.

Serving the communities of Menlo Park, Atherton, Portola Valley, Woodside, Redwood City and north 
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Enjoy what Jackie’s clients are saying:
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On a Sunday afternoon at Burgess Park, 
Isaac Armenta outlines the benefits of 
living in Linfield Oaks as he watches 

his young son play on a swing.
“There’s a lot of stores nearby ... lots of 

trees, easy access to all the freeways and 
transportation, like the train,” he says.

But the quality of life comes at a price.
“It’s a great place to live. I wish I could buy 

a house,” says Mr. Armenta, a traffic-signal 
electrician for the city of Palo Alto who rents 
a unit in a fourplex.

Linfield Oaks was developed in the 1950s 
and has a mix of single-family homes and 
multi-family units in addition to office space 
around its edges.

Stanford Research Institute, the U.S. 
Geological Survey and Sunset Magazine 
are all based on the outskirts of the 
neighborhood, which is bordered by San 
Francisquito Creek, Middlefield Road, 
Ravenswood Avenue and Alma Street.

JoAnne Goldberg moved to Linfield Oaks 
in the 1980s and has raised her children there, 
getting involved over the years with their 
sports teams, schools and the community. She 
now acts as one point person for the Linfield 
Oaks neighborhood, which holds an annual 
party and has a handful of email lists for 
residents to communicate through.

She says that the neighborhood has both 
younger families and older residents, some 
of which bought their homes new. In her 
experience, people typically come to Linfield 
Oaks to stay.

“It’s not a real transient neighborhood,” 

she says. 
Roland Kelly lives with his wife and three 

children in a one-story home built in 1955.
Originally from Ireland, Mr. Kelly moved 

to Linfield Oaks in 2005 and spends some 
of his evenings in a detached home office 
built by the original owner. He believes it 
was one of the first home offices in Silicon 
Valley, predating the current widespread use 
of telecommuting.

Mr. Kelly, who works for SAP, says many of 
his neighbors also work in Silicon Valley and 
include a number of executives.

But he says residents have tried to maintain 
the character of the neighborhood.

“For the most part, homes are not 
completely demolished,” Mr. Kelly says. 
“They are tastefully remodeled.”

Mr. Kelly’s children take advantage of 
their proximity to Burgess Park, using the 
swimming pool, baseball diamond and soccer 
field. Other facilities at the park include 
basketball and tennis courts and the new 
Arrillaga Family Gymnastics Center.

In terms of downsides, Ms. Goldberg 
says her biggest concern is traffic through 
the neighborhood, which she expects to get 
worse with development on El Camino Real. 
Commuters already take Alma Street and 
Willow Road through the neighborhood to 
get to U.S. Highway 101.

However, she says that Linfield Oaks has 
much of the good that Menlo Park has to 
offer, including plentiful trees that offer shade 
in the summer months.

“We don’t have air conditioning in our 

house, but it’s really lovely because of the 
trees,” she says.

— Bryce Druzin

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Geokids Day 

Park; Burgess After-school Program, Burgess 

FIRE STATION:

LOCATION: 

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION:  

PARK: 
Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS:  Menlo Park City School 
District —

-

equoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: 

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: 

HOMES SOLD: 8

MEDIAN 2014 CONDOMINIUM PRICE: 

CONDOMINIUMS SOLD: 4

M
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Downtown Menlo Park

Residents of downtown Menlo Park will 
tell you: It has the best of both worlds.

“If what you want is the convenience 
of living near a downtown with the benefit 
of being in a small town, this is a great 
combination of that,” resident Amy Judy says.

Judy moved from downtown Palo Alto 
in 2012 for a shorter commute to work at 
Stanford Hospital and cheaper rent. Even 
though Ms. Judy lives by herself in an 
apartment, she says she never feels unsafe and 
even feels quite welcomed.

“When I moved into my apartment, 
within 36 hours, the person who lives across 
the hallway came over and invited me over 
for dinner,” she says. “It’s small enough ... 
that people are sort of like that even in the 
apartment building setting.”

Ms. Judy says she quickly learned that her 
new home was not like other downtowns. 
Walking down Santa Cruz Avenue, there is a 
blend of a vintage feel — with old-time dry 
cleaners, colorful bakeries and traditional 
barbers — and a modern ambiance — with 
restaurants like Amici’s East Coast Pizzeria 
and Left Bank.

“I don’t think that I appreciated the small 

town-iness of it before I was here,” she says. 
“I kind of perceived it as an extension of Palo 
Alto. I think it really has its own individual 
identity and really has a small-town appeal.”

Even though the bustle of the farmers 
market, bikers and pedestrians keep the town 
lively, Ms. Judy says downtown Menlo Park 
doesn’t offer the same convenient nightlife 
that she left in downtown Palo Alto.

But Michelle Bernard, who moved with her 
family to Downtown Menlo Park from Los 
Altos in 2005 with her family, says she doesn’t 
have any complaints about her area. A major 
pro of the area is how family-friendly it is, she 
says.

Her block hosts several barbecues and 
parties and she says many families that have 
moved out of the area still come back to these 
get-togethers.

“You never know whose backyard you’re 
going to end up in on any given weekend or 
any given day in the summertime,” she says.

But it is clear that the neighborhood offers 
these two different worlds, of urban and 
suburban, in close proximity.

— Karishma Mehrotra

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Menlo-Atherton 
Cooperative Nursery School, 802 Middle Ave., 
Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 700 Oak Grove Ave., Menlo Park

LOCATION: between El Camino Real and John-
son Street and Arbor Road, from Valparaiso Avenue 
to Middle Avenue

PARKS: Fremont Park, Santa Cruz Avenue and 
University Drive; Nealon Park, 800 Middle Ave., 
Menlo Park

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park, Stanford 
Shopping Center

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Oak Knoll School, 1895 Oak Knoll Lane, 
Menlo Park; Hillview Middle School, 1100 Elder 
Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICES: $1,672,000 
($1,100,000-$2,400,000)

HOMES SOLD: 8

MEDIAN 2014 CONDOMINIUM PRICE: 
$1,365,000 ($602,000-$2,350,000)

CONDOMINIUMS SOLD: 20

Veronica W
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David A. Weil, Realtor®

650.823.3855
david.weil@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01400271

Sand Hill Road
2100 Sand Hill Road,  
Menlo Park
650.847.1141

Visit my website and blog at davidweilhomes.com  

handle everything for you stress free.

6
Seconds

DavidHandlesEverything.com/hf or give me a call

The No-Hassle, Stress-Free 
Guide to Selling Your Home

156 Stockbridge Ave, Atherton
Offered at $5,488,000

221 Blackburn Ave, Menlo Park
Offered at $1,975,000

36 Amador Ave, Atherton
Offered at $4,995,000

1331 Cotton Ave, Menlo Park
Offered at $2,399,000
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Allied Arts/Stanford Park

Shaded front lawns and leafy sidewalks 
abound in the Allied Arts/Stanford 
Park neighborhood of Menlo Park. 

Located between San Francisquito Creek 
and Middle Avenue, the area combines the 
vitality of bustling El Camino Real with 
the tranquility of suburban life, allowing 
residents access to nearby community hubs 
like downtown Menlo Park and the Stanford 
Shopping Center without sacrificing its 
intimate, small-town charm. 

Elizabeth Houck moved to the Allied Arts 
neighborhood 20 years ago and loves the 
strong sense of community her area offers.

“It’s a real neighborhood,” she explains. 
“People know each other and they care about 
each other.” 

One of her favorite aspects of life in Allied 
Arts is the availability of local amenities. On 
top of convenient local transportation services 
like the Midday Shuttle and Caltrain, she says, 
there are plenty of “playgrounds and tennis 
courts and ballfields and senior centers ... 
within steps of just about everybody’s homes.”

Unfortunately, Ms. Houck continues to be 
disappointed by the City of Menlo Park’s sale 
of lots on El Camino to developers, because 
the construction of new buildings, and 
their subsequent use, makes for congested 
intersections like the one at Middle and El 
Camino. Traffic, she said, is especially bad 
during rush hour in the evenings.

“The traffic on Middle Avenue is 
horrendous (because) Sand Hill Road is full, 
and Middle and Santa Cruz and Valparaiso 
are the only other ways to get up to 280.” 
What’s more, she adds, “the city is doing 

nothing to protect us” by diverting traffic in 
some way.

Resident Thomas Wandless agrees with her 
traffic concerns. If he could change anything 
about the Allied Arts neighborhood, he says, 
“I’d make it a little less of a thoroughfare.” 

Mr. Wandless has lived in the area since 
1998, when he and his wife moved into their 
current home in order to shorten their daily 
commute to their jobs at Stanford University.

Busy roads aside, Wandless values “the 
casual character of the neighborhood.”

“It’s a mix of old bungalows and renovated 
houses and the people know each other pretty 
well,” he says.

Because he has two young children, 
Wandless also appreciates the fact that the 
neighborhood is “young.” “There are lots 
of other families with elementary school-
aged kids,” he says. “There’s a real sense of 
community, like on Halloween when people 
walk down the streets and have parties.” 

The Allied Arts/Stanford Park 
neighborhood takes its name in part from 
the Allied Arts Guild, a collection of shops 
and restaurants that’s a fixture of community 
life in the area. The Guild is a beautifully 
landscaped cluster of buildings that were 
initially constructed in 1929 to serve as a 
peaceful workspace and a font of inspiration 
for local artists. Today, the serenity and 
natural beauty of the Allied Arts/Stanford 
Park neighborhood remain, making for an 
idyllic enclave in the midst of a busy part of 
Menlo Park.

— Emma Marsano

 FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Menlo-Atherton 
Cooperative Nursery School, 802 Middle Ave.

FIRE STATION: 700 Oak Grove Ave., Menlo Park

LOCATION: between El Camino Real and Arbor 
Road, from Middle Avenue to San Francisquito 
Creek

PARK: Nealon Park, 800 Middle Ave.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Oak Knoll School, 1895 Oak Lane,  
Menlo Park; Hillview Middle School, 1100 Elder 
Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo- 

Atherton

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park, Stanford 
Shopping Center, Allied Arts Guild

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,495,000 
($1,885,000-$5,300,000)

HOMES SOLD: 9

MEDIAN 2014 CONDIMINIUM PRICE: 
$1,255,000 ($1,099,880-$1,647,000)

CONDIMINIUMS SOLD: 5
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Annette Smith, Sales Associate

650.766.9429
annette.smith@dreyfussir.com
annettesmithhomes.com
License No. 01180954

Downtown Palo Alto   
728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto  |  650.644.3474

Sand Hill Road
2100 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park  |  650.847.1141

dreyfussir.com

OVER 200 HOMES SOLD IN MENLO PARK

SOLD   712 Partridge Ave, Menlo Park | 712PARTRIDGE.COM
Offered at $1,898,000  |  Bedrooms 3  |  Bathrooms 3  |  Home ±1,568 sf  |  Garage 230 sf

SOLD   718 Partridge Ave, Menlo Park | 718PARTRIDGE.COM
Offered at $1,988,000  |  Bedrooms 4  |  Bathrooms 3  |  Home ±1,713 sf
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Central Menlo Park

Stanford Hills

Mary Beth Suhr has lived on Cotton 
Street in Central Menlo Park since 
1996, but even 17 years later, the 

charm of the neighborhood hasn’t worn off.
She and her husband originally moved to 

Menlo Park so that their two sons could take 
advantage of the “great schools” in the area, 
as well as for the “proximity to employment” 
that their home permitted.

Today, they say they’ve come to love the active 
lifestyle that Central Menlo Park encourages. 

“We like it that we can walk downtown and 
to the farmers market on weekends. And we can 
ride bikes; it’s very outdoorsy,” Mrs. Suhr says.

She adds that “the traffic on El Camino 
Real is a problem,” and that downtown 
Menlo Park would benefit from more “vibrant 
and diverse” shops, but otherwise, Central 
Menlo Park has been a great fit for her family.

Sam Perry has also lived in Central 
Menlo Park since 1996. He chose his home 
on Hobart Street because the location 
allowed him to tap into Silicon Valley job 
opportunities, while still remaining close 
to friends and family around the Bay Area. 
An avid biker, Perry appreciates both the 
flat terrain that surrounds his home and the 
nearby hills for the variety they provide.

Like Suhr, Mr. Perry says he’s grateful for the 
active environment of Central Menlo Park. 

“Living here, it’s like going to college 

forever, because of all the athletic facilities in 
the area,” he says. 

Central Menlo Park benefits from its 
proximity to Stanford University in that 
Menlo Park residents often make use of the 
Cobb Track at Angell Field and the hiking 
trails around the Stanford Dish.

But these facilities are available to anyone 
in the greater Menlo Park and Palo Alto 
areas; it is Central Menlo Park’s open and 
sociable atmosphere that makes it stand out, 
residents say. Mr. Perry says he especially 
appreciates the close friendships he’s been able 
to cultivate with longtime neighbors, thanks 
to the strong sense of community that persists 
in the neighborhood.

Almost paradoxically, Central Menlo Park 
combines all the opportunities of Silicon 
Valley with an unmistakably small-town feel; 
its tree-lined sidewalks and quiet cul-de-sacs 
give it a peaceful residential appeal.

— Emma Marsano

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: The Kirk House 
Preschool, 1148 Johnson St., Menlo Park;  
St. Joseph’s Montessori Preschool and Kindergar-
ten, 150 Valparaiso Ave., Atherton; Littlest Angels 
Bethany Preschool, 1095 Cloud Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 700 Oak Grove, Menlo Park

LOCATION: between Valparaiso Avenue and San 
Francisquito Creek, from Arbor Drive and Johnson 

 
Vine Street

PARKS: Tinker Park, Santa Cruz Avenue  

Middle Avenue and Fremont Street, Menlo Park; 
Fremont Park, Santa Cruz Avenue and University 
Drive, Menlo Park; Nealon Park, 800 Middle Ave., 
Menlo Park

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Menlo School,  
50 Valparaiso Ave., Atherton; Sacred Heart Prep,  
150 Valparaiso Ave., Atherton; St. Joseph’s School, 
50 Emilie Ave., Atherton; St. Raymond’s Elementary 
School, 1211 Arbor Road, Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Menlo Park City School 
District — Oak Knoll School, 1895 Oak Knoll Lane, 
Menlo Park; Hillview Middle School,  
1100 Elder Ave., Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Downtown Menlo Park, Allied Arts Guild

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,805,000 
($1,735,000-$5,750,000)

HOMES SOLD: 34

Phil Endliss, a resident of Stanford Hills 
since 1986, describes the neighborhood 
as “a rural setting in the middle of an 

urban area.”
Chuck Jones, his neighbor since 2002, 

echoes that idea. “We’re so isolated, but we’re 
not isolated.”

It’s not isolated because of the easy access 
to Interstate 280 and the less-than-10-minute 
drive to Palo Alto, Menlo Park and the Sharon 
Heights Shopping Center across Sand Hill Road.

But Sand Hill Road is also the reason 
Stanford Hills residents say they are isolated. It’s 
the only road one can use to get in and out of 
the miniature enclave of 78 houses amongst the 
rolling, golden hills, where Mr. Endliss says he 
can relax and watch a local herd of cattle graze.

When he left Los Angeles for Northern 
California nearly three decades ago with 
his family, he knew right away that this was 
where he was going to move.

“We took a look at this house,” he says. “It 
took us about five minutes. (My wife and I) 

looked at each other and said, ‘Done.’”
He says the neighborhood was perfect: the 

convenient location, the remodeled feel of all 
the houses in the area, the great school district 
and a sense of serenity.

“(And) what’s interesting is that it is today 
the same as when we moved in,” he says, 
adding that in 30 Stanford Hills homes, the 
families have lived there for 20 years or more.

“The trees get a little bigger, the weeds get a 
little taller, the cows get a little fatter,” he says. 
“Things don’t really change very much, which 
is why people stay for so long.” 

Mr. Jones says his neighborhood embodies 
a “1950s feeling.” When his two daughters 
were young, he says he felt comfortable letting 
them walk their dog, ride their bikes or go 
visit a friend’s house in the neighborhood 
because there is no through traffic in the area.

“Nobody knows about this neighborhood 
because there is only one way in and one way 
out,” he says.

He also says that that this tucked-away 
microcosm of neighborhood has created a 

close-knit community that holds at least 
three holiday block parties a year. Mr. Jones 
remembers when almost 70 people joined in 
on a water balloon toss at the last party.

“I can’t find another area that has as much 
to offer as where I’m living right now,” Mr. 
Endliss says. “You can’t beat it. There really 
isn’t anything negative about where we live.”

— Karishma Mehrotra

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Trinity School, 
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park

LOCATION: Branner Drive off of Sand Hill Road, 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Atherton; La Entrada School, 2200 Sharon Road, 
Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,875,000

HOMES SOLD: 1
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*No slogan needed*N l d d

 650-400-1001
DRE 01184883

Over
$1 BILLION
in Peninsula Sales

Miles McCormick
N u m b e r  O n e  Te a m  o u t  m o r e  t h a n  1 0 0 , 0 0 0  K e l l e r  Wi l l i a m s  a g e n t s

H o m e s O f T h e Pe n i n s u l a . c o m
A v e r a g i n g  1 0 , 0 0 0  V i s i t s  P e r  M o n t h

238 Stanford Avenue, Menlo Park 
SOLD - Buyer Representation

2056 Santa Cruz Avenue, Menlo Park
SOLD - Seller Representation

127 Fulton Street, Redwood City
SOLD - Buyer Representation

2230 Louis Road, Palo Alto
SOLD - Seller Representation

2879 Louis Road, Palo Alto
SOLD - Seller Representation

3192 Fallen Leaf Street                                           
SOLD - Buyer Representation

776 Palo Alto Avenue, Palo Alto                        
SOLD - Seller Representation

780 Palo Alto Avenue, Palo Alto
SOLD - Seller Representation

1764 Emerson Street, Palo Alto
SOLD - Buyer Representation

381 Lincoln Avenue, Palo Alto
SOLD - Buyer & Seller Representation

1350 Harker Avenue, Palo Alto
SOLD - Seller Representation

1484 Hamilton  Avenue, Palo Alto
SOLD - Buyer Representation

2150 Cowper Street, Palo Alto
SOLD - Buyer Representation

249 Lowell Avenue, Palo Alto
SOLD - Seller Representation

540 Palmer Lane, Menlo Park 
SOLD - Buyer Representation
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University Heights

In the past 50 years, University Heights in 
unincorporated San Mateo County has 
changed dramatically.
Once a sleepy neighborhood of small 

homes and summer cottages, it is now a lively 
blend of longtime residents and families with 
children. Many of the older homes have been 
replaced with large two-story residences. 
The business section along the Alameda de 
las Pulgas caters to young families drawn to 
the area because of the excellent Las Lomitas 
School District and the proximity to Stanford 
University.

There are many new businesses as well 
as the now-remodeled Lutticken’s, which 
added a wine bar in recent years. Even the 
Dutch Goose, the venerable burger-and-beer 
hangout, has been given a new look.

University Heights has been shaped by 
leaders determined to save its small-town 
charm. In the 1970s environmentalists 
worked to prevent the Alameda from turning 
into a four-lane thoroughfare. Thirty years 
later, civic-minded residents campaigned to 
make the business section visitor-friendly 
with street trees and paved sidewalks

Christine Stahler certainly qualifies as a 
longtime University Heights resident. She’s 
lived on Valparaiso Avenue all her life. So 
has her mother, Anne Affrunti, who resides 
next door. Ms. Stahler lives in the house her 
grandparents built in 1936. Mrs. Affrunti, 
Ms. Stahler and her daughters, Amanda 
and Kathleen, all attended Las Lomitas 

Elementary School.
Ms. Stahler fondly remembers her 

childhood in University Heights: walking 
to the All-American market (corner of the 
Alameda and Avy Avenue) for candy and 
shopping at the dime store.

“The area has always been family oriented. 
It’s cozy and down-to-earth,” she says. 
Christine’s husband, Al Stahler, puts on 
an elaborate Halloween display every year, 
drawing hundreds of visitors. 

Gwen Faulkner, a psychologist and nurse, 
has lived in University Heights for seven 
years. The Las Lomitas School District, which 
her daughter attends, was a major factor in 
choosing the area. “It’s one of the best in the 
state,” she says.

She also likes the sense of community. “I 
know most of the neighbors and they’re really 
nice.”

A Starbucks regular, she likes being close 
to shopping on the Alameda and at Sharon 
Heights Shopping Center, eliminating the 
need to drive downtown. 

David and Tracy Williams already knew 
the neighborhood before moving to Sherman 
Avenue, having lived on Siskiyou Drive in 
Sharon Heights as graduate students. Both 
have MBAs from Stanford University.

The Williams family chose the area because 
of its convenience and, again, the outstanding 
school district. After living in the hills in 
Belmont, says Mr. Williams, “It’s also great 
to be in flat land, where we can walk and ride 

our bikes everywhere.” They like being close 
to Alameda businesses instead of having to 
drive to downtown Menlo Park.

The pair recently enjoyed their first 
Halloween on Sherman Avenue, where the 
street is closed and almost every house is 
decorated. “We went through 1,600 pieces of 
candy that night,” Mr. Williams says.

— Jane Knoerle

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS:   
Children’s Creative Learning Center, Las Lomitas 
School, 299 Alameda de las Pulgas, Atherton;  
Littlest Angels Preschool, Bethany Lutheran 
Church, 1095 Cloud Ave., Menlo Park;  
the Phillips Brooks School, 2245 Avy Ave.,  
Menlo Park; University Heights Montessori  
Children’s Center, 2066 Avy Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 3322 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Menlo Park

LOCATION: east and west of Alameda de las 
Pulgas, between the Atherton border  

 
Cloud Avenue and Vine Street to Altlschul Avenue

PRIVATE SCHOOLS:  Phillips Brooks School, 
2245 Avy Ave., Menlo Park; Trinity School,  
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Atherton; La Entrada School, 2200 Sharon Road, 
Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-

Atherton

SHOPPING: Alameda de las Pulgas,  
Sharon Heights Shopping Center

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,169,000 
($1,370,000-$3,885,000)

HOMES SOLD: 46

MEDIAN 2014 CONDIMINIUM PRICE: 
$1,465,000 ($1,450,000 and $1,480,000)

CONDIMINIUMS SOLD: 2
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apr.com  |  1550 EL CAMINO REAL SUITE 100, MENLO PARK    650.462.1111

MARY MERKERT
650-303-2221 CELL 

650-543-1157 DIRECT

CALBRE# 01756592

JOE MERKERT 
PROVEN RESULTS & SERVICE

650-387-5464 CELL 

650-543-1156 DIRECT

CALBRE# 01365311

PROVEN RESULTS

SUCCESSFUL MARKETING            MERKERTSwith 
the

 We have been honored to represent many buyers and sellers this year. We are committed to always offering personable 
and comprehensive real estate services with exceptional attention to detail. We welcome the opportunity to explore 

any real estate needs you may have. As clients, you are our first priority, and we look forward to building the personal 
relationship that will enable us to assist you.

HOMES SOLD - REPRESENTED BUYERS
Camino a Los Cerros, Menlo Park

West Selby Lane, Redwood City

Oak Grove Avenue., Menlo Park 

SOLD!

SOLD!

KENTUCKY STREET
REDWOOD CITY

SANTA CRUZ AVE
MENLO PARK

FOR SALE!

KINGS MOUNTAIN ROAD
WOODSIDE
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Sharon Heights

Stanford Weekend Acres

Not far from Interstate 280, Sharon 
Heights is a neighborhood of 
townhomes, large houses, condos and 

apartments in the hills above Alameda de las 
Pulgas, not far from both the Sharon Heights 
Golf & Country Club and the Stanford 
University Golf Course.

The 574-acre community sports its own 
park, complete with a duck pond. Goats 
are brought in seasonally to keep the weeds 
down, Bill Binder says.

That rural feel, plus easy access to I-280, 
drew Barbara Binder, then Krimsky, in 
1993 to Sharon Heights, where she rented a 
townhouse for six years before purchasing one 
on Sand Hill Circle. 

She was already very fond of the location, 
which is near enough to I-280 for a quick 
getaway but without any noticeable noise. 
And she knew exactly what she wanted: three 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a nice view, safety, 
a fireplace, a washer/dryer and, ideally, a pool 
in the complex.

She found her ideal unit in 1999 and kept 
it after her marriage to Bill Binder in 2001. 
It was hard to beat the living-room view, 
overlooking the 18th hole of the golf course.

While Mr. Binder prefers the walk-ability of 
his old College Terrace neighborhood in Palo 
Alto, he can still make it to the Safeway at 
Sharon Heights Shops in about 20 minutes.

Over time, Ms. Binder has observed that 

the demographics of the townhouses have 
changed quite a bit.

“When I first moved here, the average age 
was 70, mainly people who had moved here 
in the ‘70s and never left. I recall going to 
Safeway and worrying about running over 
people. Now I’m one of them,” she says.

Tom Smith, who moved in 2012 to a large 
home needing a lot of work with his wife 
Maria Angelidou-Smith, says he took the 
advice of some work colleagues when seeking 
a neighborhood to raise their family. They 
found that Sharon Heights’ location offered 
a short commute for each of them, as well as 
good schools and a friendly neighborhood.

At Halloween their street shut down for a 
block party, complete with taco truck, a DJ and 
a costume parade, with more than 50 children 
participating (some from nearby streets), he says.

“There are lots of kids on the street,” Mr. 
Smith says, which was a factor in the young 
and growing family’s decision to settle there.

Other neighborhood get-togethers include 
a community appreciation of Fourth of July 
fireworks, viewed from the nearby country club.

Ms. Binder could find only two things of 
concern in her neighborhood: traffic and 
cellphone service.

But, the bottom line for Ms. Binder? “I like 
it. I think we’ll stay another 20 years.”

— Carol Blitzer

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Trinity School, 
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park; Littlest Angels 
Preschool (nearby), 1095 Cloud Ave., Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: 3322 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Menlo Park

LOCATION: From Sand Hill Road and I-280 to 
Altschul Avenue, Alameda de las Pulgas and Santa 
Cruz Avenue

PARKS: Sharon Park, Sharon Park Drive; Sharon 
Hills Park, Valparaiso Avenue at Altschul Avenue

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Phillips Brooks School,  
2245 Avy Ave., Menlo Park; Trinity School,  
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las Pulgas, 
Atherton; La Entrada School, 2200 Sharon Road, 
Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Sharon Heights Shops, Stanford 
Shopping Center

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,200,000 
($1,305,000-$4,120,000)

HOMES SOLD: 17

MEDIAN 2014 CONDOMINIUM PRICE: 
$1,125,000 ($539,000-$2,225,000)

CONDOMINIUMS SOLD: 35

A bent, beat-up green sign declaring “End 
County Road” greets drivers turning off 
Alpine Road onto Bishop Lane.

The sign hints at the relative isolation 
of Stanford Weekend Acres, a strip of 
unincorporated San Mateo County that lies next 
to the Stanford University golf course.

“It’s a real rural flavor, rural sense,” says Ron 
Miller, who has lived in the neighborhood 
since 1988.

Trees hang over narrow Bishop and Homer 
Lane, and wood fences and older-looking 
houses that flank the roads enhance the 
country atmosphere.

Mr. Miller lives in one of 10 tightly packed 
one-room cabins at the end of Homer Lane on 
an acre collectively owned by cabin residents.

Residents of the “Tenants in Common” 
share expenses for the upkeep of the property 
and use a communal washer and dryer, 
slipping two dollars into a wooden container 
every time they do a load.

Stanford Weekend Acres is now also dotted 
with larger, modern-looking houses. Some 
residents have gone to the San Mateo County 

Board of Supervisors in an attempt to limit 
the size of developments.

“The biggest concern of mine is people 
purchasing and building ... a huge mansion 
that’s out of step, out of character with the 
neighborhood,” Mr. Miller says.

Over on Sneckner Court, Tobias Freccia 
says he’s followed residents’ opposition to 
development but hasn’t participated himself.

“The neighbors are pretty protective of their 
land,” says Mr. Freccia, who moved to the 
neighborhood eight years ago.

Sneckner is wider than Bishop or Homer 
and has fewer trees, giving it a more suburban 
feel. But it still benefits from the relative 
isolation of the neighborhood.

Mr. Freccia, an architectural designer who 
lives with his wife and three children, says 
many young families have moved into the 
neighborhood since he arrived.

Mr. Miller says he often sees egrets, herons 
and ducks when he walks down into the 
creek. When the water level is low enough, he 
does exercises on the creek bed.

“It lends itself to meditative quietness, and 

you start listening to the water,” he says. 

— Bryce Druzin

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Trinity School, 
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park

FIRE STATION: California Department of Forestry, 
but closest station is Menlo Park Fire District,  
3322 Alameda de las Pulgas, Menlo Park

LOCATION: Between Alpine Road and San 
Francisquito Creek and south of Stowe Lane, 
between Stanford Linear Accelerator and Stanford 
Golf Course

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
—  Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las 
Pulgas, Atherton; La Entrada School, 2200 Sharon 
Road, Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Ladera Country Shopper, Stanford 
Shopping Center

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,060,000 
($2,245,000 and $3,875,000)

HOMES SOLD: 2
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Maya Sewald
Jason Sewald

Sharon Heights/University Heights 2014 Sales

Maya 650.346.1228
Maya@MayaSewald.com
LIC# 00993290

Jason 650.307.8060
Jason@JasonSewald.com
LIC# 01732384

www.SewaldRealEstate.com

Represented 
Sellers

Represented 
Buyers

974 Continental 
Drive

1351 Sherman 
Ave

1290 Sharon 
Park Drive, #38

584 Sand Hill 
Circle

23 Hallmark 
Circle

1847 Camino 
de Los Robles

1202 Sharon 
Park Drive, #75

1371 Orange 
Ave

12 Sunset 
Lane

2307 Crest 
Lane

3358 Alameda 
de Las Pulgas

1190 Trinity 
Drive

730 Monte 
Rosa Drive

2051 Gordon 
Ave

Lease

 Thinking of selling/buying/
leasing in 2015?  Maya and Jason 
provided exceptional service to clients 
on the 2014 year transactions below 
in Sharon Heights and University 
Heights!  Their 2014 success includes 
other Menlo Park and mid-Peninsula 
areas and as far north as San 
Francisco and as far south as San 
Jose!  Please contact us for all your 
real estate needs and referrals!
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GINNY KAVANAUGH   PORTOLA VALLEY’S  #1  AGENT
And your competit ive  advantage in  real  estate

PH: 650.400.8076  |  GKAVANAUGH@CAMOVES.COM  |  GINNYKAVANAUGH.COM  |  CALBRE# 00884747
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   Ladera

   Westridge

   Woodside 
Highlands/
Brookside Park

   Central  
Portola Valley

   Portola Valley 
Ranch 

   Blue Oaks

   Los Trancos Woods/
Vista Verde

FACTS
2014-15 TOWN  
OPERATING BUDGET:  
$6.5 million

POPULATION (2010): 
4,353

HOUSEHOLDS  
(2009-13): 1,994

SINGLE-FAMILY 
HOUSING (2009-13): 
81.7 percent

MEDIAN 2014 HOME 
PRICE: $2,485,000

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (2009-13): 
$168,384

Astride the San Andreas fault, with 
views extending from across the Bay 
to San Francisco, Portola Valley’s 

history begins with the logging town of 
Searsville. Its most famous 19th-century 
settler was Andrew Hallidie, inventor of the 
cable car, who purchased property in 1883, 
then donated land for a school and post 
office.

Farming and stock ranching were major 

enterprises between 1860 and 1920, but as 
with much of the Peninsula, the real surge for 
development came after World War II. The 
town of Portola Valley was incorporated in 1964 
with the goals of preserving the beauty of the 
valley, fostering low-density housing and limiting 
services to those necessary for local residents.

To this day, the goal is to maintain a balance 
between the rural, quiet neighborhoods and 
the need for modern development.
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Ladera

Ladera, Spanish for hillside or slope of 
a curve, is a 284-acre unincorporated 
community adjacent to the northeastern 

border of Portola Valley. Just south of Interstate 
280 and west of Alpine Road, Ladera’s 535 
homes are tucked away into serenity by 
winding, Spanish-named streets that translate 
to meadowlark, peach tree and dove.

Before California statehood, Spaniards 
used Ladera’s land for grazing and logging. 
The area was part of a massive land grant 
that changed Spanish, then American 
hands throughout the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. In 1946 the Peninsula Housing 
Association (PHA), led by a group of 
Stanford professors, purchased the land from 
a rancher with the intention of creating a 
cooperative community. The experiment was 
ultimately aborted, but its legacy lives on 
in Ladera’s culture. When asked about their 
neighborhood, many Laderans voluntarily 
recite the community’s history.

Although Ladera lacks an independent 
municipal government, self-government is 
as interwoven with the community as its 

network of walking paths. Residents are 
highly engaged in the Ladera Community 
Association (LCA) and the Ladera 
Recreational District (LRD), which serves 
as the central social hub of the community. 
A community listserv is constantly refreshed 
with postings announcing anything from free 
hand-me-down sport equipment to block 
parties, as well as more official business like 
reminders about emergency procedures.

“Neighbors really do care for one another 
here,” resident Julie Carr says. “Everybody 
says hello when you walk past.” 

Mrs. Carr, her husband and their three 
young kids moved to Ladera from Menlo 
Park last year. “Every morning the neighbors 
walk their kids to the bus stop, and it 
becomes a very nice morning social event.”

Ad hoc social events are punctuated by 
regular neighborhood-wide celebrations. 
Ladera celebrates Fourth of July with three 
days of food, games and music and Labor 
Day with a carnival. Every Halloween the 
shady walking paths are converted into 
“haunted” trails where teenagers spook each 

other and tease youngsters, and in the holiday 
season carolers make their rounds.

Across the street from the Carrs, Marti 
Tedesco and her 20-year-old son James were 
preparing Sunday brunch. Mrs. Tedesco 
grew up in Ladera and moved back with her 
husband in 1991. What they thought would 
be a two-year stay has turned into more than 
20 years and counting.

“There were very few young people with 
kids when we first moved,” she says. “Things 
have completely turned over; now there are 
a lot more young families. You have people 
who could afford to live in more upscale 
places, but they choose to live here for the 
community. It’s not showy, it’s humble.”

Down the hill from the Tedescos lives 
Lennie Roberts who has been living in Ladera 
since 1965. She was a manager of the district 
for five years as well as a member of the board 
of the LRD.

“What we loved about it was the community 
itself,” she says, recalling her and her husband’s 
decision to move in. “My daughter, growing 
up, thought everybody had a community like 
this, and it sadly isn’t true. A lot of it has to do 
with the way it’s laid out with cul-de-sacs and 
walking paths that cut between houses. A lot of 
thought went into the way the community was 
developed, and that same spirit continues.”

— Joshua Alvarez

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS:  
Ladera Community Church Preschool, 
3300 Alpine Road, Portola Valley; Woodland School 
(also a private elementary school),  
360 La Cuesta Drive, Portola Valley

LOCATION: West of Alpine Road and north  
of Westridge Drive to Lucero Way  
and La Cuesta Road

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Ladera 
Community Association, www.laderaonline.org

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Woodland School,  
360 La Cuesta Drive, Portola Valley

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas School, 299 Alameda de las Pulgas,  
Atherton; La Entrada School, 2200 Sharon Road, 
Menlo Park
Sequoia Union High School District — Menlo-Ather-

SHOPPING: Ladera Country Shopper

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,130,000 
($1,425,000-$2,680,000)

HOMES SOLD: 23
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Westridge

About halfway down the Santa Cruz 
Mountains on its eastern slope resides 
the Town of Portola Valley. The town 

is spread throughout the tree-covered foothills 
and ridges leading up to the mountains. 
Jasper Ridge serves as the town’s northern 
border, and it’s along the south of that ridge 
that the neighborhood of Westridge is spread.

Before California statehood, what is now 
Westridge was part of a large Spanish land 
grant that then changed hands to American 
ranchers. There are not as many ranchers or 
horses these days; horse trails still crisscross 
between properties, but they are more 
frequently used by joggers and walkers than 
riders. Still, Westridge’s natural, rural feel is 
its defining characteristic and attraction.

Westridge homes are large and mostly 
secluded. Visibility from the street is 
considered infelicitous by residents and 
strongly discouraged by the Westridge 
Architectural Supervising Committee 
(WASC). The WASC is an elected body 
of residents tasked with enforcing housing 
requirements and restrictions. For example, 
every Westridge residence is guaranteed at 
least 2.5 acres of land, and residents can keep 
horses on their property. Any alterations or 
additions to property must be pre-approved 
by the WASC.

Bev Lipman has served as the secretary of 
the WASC for more than 10 years and has 
lived in Westridge with her husband since 
1991. When they moved to Westridge from 
Denver, the Lipmans were eager to change 
from their urban lifestyle.

“Our primary objective was to find a place 

that was quiet and had an architectural design 
that emphasized open space and views of 
nature,” she says. “I love it here because the 
nature is beautiful and there are great trails 
for walks.” 

Community functions are also an attraction. 
“The community holds regular picnics, and 
every year community volunteers, young and 
old, take part in a broomweed pull day.”

Westridge has changed since the Lipmans 
first arrived. “When we arrived there were 
still old-timers living here including some 
of Portola’s founders. What’s good about the 
new people is that they are new families with 
kids, which is a whole new rebirth for Portola 
and Westridge.”

Rita and Arthur Whitney are software 
executives with a young daughter. They 
finished building and moving into their 
Westridge home in May 2014. They 
previously lived in Palo Alto, of which their 
new home provides a spectacular elevated 
view. “In 2009, we realized Palo Alto was 
changing, the streets were getting busier with 
traffic, and there were fewer families in the 
neighborhood,” Mrs. Whitney says. “It did 
not feel like a home.”

She grew up in New York City and her 
husband in small-town Canada. “We wanted 
to be somewhere a little more remote. 
Westridge is really nice because it is one with 
the land but also modern.”

Their house like most others is secluded, but 
their lives are not hermetic. “My neighbors 
have kids and there is a park down the hill 
that is so nice and welcoming for our child. 
We wanted something set back a little bit but 

still part of the community. I see people on 
the horse trails and everyone says hello.”

— Joshua Alvarez

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS:  
Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road,  
Portola Valley; Ladera Community Church Preschool, 
3300 Alpine Road, Portola Valley; Carillon Preschool 
at Christ Church, 815 Portola Road, Portola Valley; 
New Horizons (after-school care), 200 Shawnee 
Pass, Portola Valley

FIRE STATION: Woodside Fire Protection District, 
Portola Valley Station, 135 Portola Road,  
Portola Valley

LOCATION: Westridge Drive  
between Alpine and Portola roads

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Westridge 
Architectural Supervising Committee

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8), 4575 
Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District —  
Woodside High School, 199 Churchill Ave., 
Woodside

SHOPPING: Nathhorst Triangle, 
Portola Road at Alpine Road; Village Square,  
884 Portola Road; Ladera Shopping Center,  
3130 Alpine Road, Portola Valley

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,310,000 
($2,600,000-$7,000,000)

HOMES SOLD: 15
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Jenny & Deanna
A Tradition of Trust

POSTCARDS FROM THE JOURNEY . . .

Jennifer 650.867.0609
jpollock@pacunion.com
License # 01215021

Deanna 415.999.1232
dtarr@pacunion.com
License # 00585398

Fair Oaks Lane, Atherton

University Avenue, 
Palo Alto

Alhambra Court, 

Portola ValleyLa Mesa, 
Ladera

Blue Oaks Court, 
Portola Valley

Hale Street, 
Palo Alto

Over 17.5M in sales in 2014
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Woodside Highlands

More and more people have been 
relocating to the rural retreat of 
Woodside Highlands, drawn to the 

open feel and beautiful views.
Beginning at Portola Road and stretching 

through the Hayfields pastures, the small 
community once acted as a summer getaway 
for San Franciscans in the 1920s.

A notable feature of the area is the Larry Lane 
Trail, a hiking trail that winds through the oak 
trees to overlook the San Francisco Bay.

“I just love the weather here, I love the 
environment,” says resident Paul Swietek, 
who values using the hiking trail.

Mr. Swietek has lived in Woodside 
Highlands all his life and hopes to one day 
buy his family home.

The Woodside Highlands Improvement 
Association is an important asset to the 
neighborhood as it keeps the roads safe and 
brings neighbors together. According to Mr. 
Swietek, many of the roads are safe, but some 
are too narrow, remembering a scary moment 
when he was run off the road. He participates 
in what he referred to as “Road Day,” the 
street-clearing event.

The community bonds through the 
biannual road cleanups that help keep 
Woodside Highlands drivers safe through each 

season. Neighbors gather to clear debris from 
the roads and trim overhanging branches to 
prevent accidents, resident Ann Willard says.

“It’s a very nice neighborhood, and most 
people are interested in keeping up their 
property,” Ms. Willard says.

Ms. Willard, who has lived in Woodside 
Highlands for more than 18 years, finds other 
ways to stay connected with her neighbors. She 
and her husband host an annual Christmas 
party at their house. They also enjoy attending 
community barbecues each fall.

“It’s kind of been a traditional thing, it’s been 
going on since before we were here,” she says. 

— Kelly Jones

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: 
Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road,  
Portola Valley; Ladera Community Church  
Preschool, 3300 Alpine Road, Portola Valley;  
Carillon Preschool at Christ Church,  
815 Portola Road, Portola Valley; New Horizons 
(after-school care), 200 Shawnee Pass,  
Portola Valley

FIRE STATION: Woodside Fire Protection District, 
Portola Valley Station, 135 Portola Road,  
Portola Valley

LOCATION: Portola and Wayside roads to  
Santa Maria and Russell avenues

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Woodside 
Highlands Improvement Association, president,  
Jean Isaacson, 650-851-4494

PUBLIC SCHOOLS:  Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8), 4575 
Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

SHOPPING: Nathhorst Triangle, Portola Road at 
Alpine Road; Village Square, 884 Portola Road; 
Ladera Shopping Center, 3130 Alpine Road,  
Portola Valley

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,797,500  
($1,650,000 and $1,945,000)

HOMES SOLD: 2

Vivian W
ong

Brookside Park

Kelly and Conor Flannery moved to 
Portola Valley more than four years ago.

“(We moved) to be close to hiking 
trails and for the school system,” says Mrs. 
Kelly, who has a young son. “And to be more 
in a rural area, quiet neighborhood.”

The couple said they see deer, raccoons and 
foxes. But sometimes the wildlife can be a bit 
intrusive.

“We had a wild turkey trapped in our 
garage (once),” Mrs. Kelly says.

John Richards remembers when Corte 
Madera was a dirt road.

“Played in the dirt, mostly,” Mr. Richards 
says, describing what it was like growing up in 
the neighborhood during the 1950s and ‘60s.

Richards, an architect, lives on land his 
parents owned and in a house he designed 
and built in 1985.

His do-it-yourself ethic extends to his 
backyard. He raises vegetables, grows fruit and 
keeps chickens, like his parents did. Richards 
said many of his neighbors do the same thing.

“I like the ability to go out and dig in the 
ground,” he says. “That’s a big one, be a little 
more self-sufficient.”

Richards says the neighborhood was tighter 

knit when he was young. He recalls his dad 
and four other families building a pool together 
and his mother leading groups of carolers from 
home to home during Christmas time.

But he says that feeling isn’t completely 
gone, and that his immediate neighbors get 
together for dinners and parties.

The u-shaped Brookside Drive is flanked by 
wood fences and a mix of single and multi-
story homes.

“When I was in college I used to do (yard) 
work here and loved it,” says resident Dan 
Cornew, who graduated from Stanford in 1984.

Mr. Cornew, a management consultant, 
arrived in the neighborhood more than 13 
years ago with his wife and four children. 
When he moved in, he found himself sharing 
a fence with his college rowing coach, whose 
yard he had worked many years ago.

“(That’s) a stranger part of the coincidence, 
because I didn’t pick this house,” he says. “My 
wife did.”

Mr. Cornew says he felt he got more 
bang for his buck in Portola Valley than in 
neighboring towns.

“In Palo Alto, I’d get a house shoehorned on 
6000 square feet with rooms arranged so there 

would be everything the realtor said there was.”
Portola Valley’s proximity to popular bike 

routes was another benefit for Mr. Cornew, who 
goes riding once a week with a cycling group.

— Bryce Druzin

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS:  
Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road, Portola 
Valley; Ladera Community Church Preschool, 3300 
Alpine Road, Portola Valley; Carillon Preschool at 
Christ Church, 815 Portola Road, Portola Valley;  
New Horizons (after-school care), 200 Shawnee 
Pass, Portola Valley

LOCATION: between Portola Road, Willowbrook 
Drive and Portola Road

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8),  
4575 Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Woodside Priory School, 
302 Portola Road, Portola Valley

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,632,000 
($1,500,000-$1,950,000)

HOMES SOLD: 3
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Making 

Dan Ziony
Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo 
Park, Atherton, Portola Valley, Woodside,  
Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other Peninsula 
communities for more than a decade

650.201.1010
Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com
CA DRE #01380339

www.DanZiony.com
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Central Portola Valley

When Sue Crane moved to Portola 
Valley nearly 50 years ago, she and 
her husband, Hew, were drawn to 

Alpine Hills by the open space and exquisite 
views, but she felt isolated. With three little 
boys, she was used to backyards, to walking 
with a stroller in her old neighborhood in 
Barron Park. “I was very lonesome,” she 
recalls.

However, after the boys entered school, that 
changed. She became involved in her sons’ 
school activities, then went on to become 
mayor of Portola Valley, serving 12 years on 
the Town Council.

Now she has come full circle. Her youngest 
son, Dan, and his two daughters are living 
in a separate unit in her home, and she is 
learning about the fine local schools again. 
“Now I’m re-visiting Corte Madera School.”

“This gives me a new perspective and a great 

pleasure,” she says about living in a multi-
generational family. “And there are more people 
that I know who are doing the same thing.”

Her granddaughters enjoy watching the 
deer and the sense of open space. She also 
feels it is a very safe environment for them.

When Karen and Karel Urbanek moved to 
Portola Valley a few years ago, it was primarily 
for a better school system. The older of their two 
daughters attended kindergarten at Ormondale, 
right across the street from their home.

Karel Urbanek is a cyclist and rides his bike 
to work at Stanford University. “He used to 
take long bike rides through Portola Valley 
and was taken with its beauty, trails and open 
space,” Ms. Urbanek says.

Another draw for the family was to be close 
to Irene Ruiz, Karel’s sister, who is also a 
Portola Valley resident.

“Moving from Redwood City, I didn’t know 

the sense of community we would have here,” 
she says. “There is a small-town feeling.”

For family activities, she says, “I love the 
park at Town Center, and we go to the little 
library. The children can also ride their bikes 
on the trails.”

Are there any disadvantages to living in the 
valley? “It takes a little bit longer to get to 
shopping, but it’s worth it,” she says.

— Jane Knoerle

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Carillon Pre-
school at Christ Church, 815 Portola Road, Portola 
Valley; Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road, 
Portola Valley

FIRE STATION: 135 Portola Road, Portola Valley

LOCATION: south of Westridge Drive to Portola 
and Alpine roads, and west of Alpine Road

PARK: Little People’s Park at Portola Valley Town 
Center; Windy Hill Open Space Preserve

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Woodside Priory School, 
302 Portola Road, Portola Valley

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
—  Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8), 4575 
Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District —  Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave. Woodside

SHOPPING: Portola Road; Valley Center (Portola 
and Alpine Roads), Ladera Country Shopper

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,650,000 
($2,400,000-$6,750,000)

HOMES SOLD: 17
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ALAIN PINEL REALTORS
Neighbors Make the Neighborhood
Alain Pinel Realtors continues to delivering the highest level of service to every neighborhood 
in the Bay Area. We are dedicated to excellence and our association with these professionals 
is a bright examples of our continued commitment to the ultimate in client care.

APR.com  |  Menlo Park 650.462.1111  |  Woodside 650.529.1111

Quetzal Grimm 
Sales Manger 
650.529.1111

Katy Thielke Straser
650.543.1204

Marc Bryman
650.646.1150

Gary Bulanti
650.543.1186

Pat Briscoe
650.303.8173

Courtney Charney
650.773.3758

Carol & Nicole
650.543.1195

Ellen Ashley
650.888.1886

Judy Citron
650.543.1206

Alireza Faghiri
650.346.4727

Willa Falk
650.207.1093

Marybeth Dorst
650.245.8890

Maggie Heilman
650.543.1185

Stefani Hartsell
650.438.3334

Monica Corman
650.465.5971

Nancy Hobson
650.543.1212

Gary Kurtz
650.796.5507

Connie Linton
650.400.4873

Steve Korn
650.208.5425

Edward Moritz
650.798.7996

Joe & Mary Merkert
650.387.5464

Peter Kitch
650.391.3444

Katsi Nousiainen
650.543.1224

Mani Razizad
650.465.6000

Diane Rosland
650.575.6594

Christine Pimlott
650.291.7191

Mandy Safka
650.823.8212

Diane Rothe
650.787.9894

Joe Parsons
650.279.8892

Deirdre Sauvage
650.714.8303

Janise Taylor
650.302.2083

Barbara Slaton
650.888.6628

Mary Gebhardt  
VP Manager
650.462.1111

Kay Wang
650.543.1161

Diana Shen
650.575.9675
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Portola Valley Ranch

If you’ve ever gone hiking in the hills of 
Portola Valley, you know exactly how 
isolated the area feels from the traffic of 

Sand Hill Road and Interstate 280.
Portola Valley Ranch, a planned 

community that emphasizes the importance 
of living in harmony with nature, allows 
residents to immerse themselves in the 
serenity of such an environment full-time.

Even after 28 years, Nancy Thompson can 
find no fault with the way of life that Portola 
Valley Ranch offers residents.

“We’re living in clean air, we’re communing 
with all the animals that were here before 
us ... and it’s just a little enclave of, I think, 
protection in the Town of Portola Valley,” she 
says.

When the first Portola Valley Ranch 
houses were built in 1975, strict rules were 
put in place to minimize the disruption of 
the natural environment. Developer Joe 
Whelan’s vision for Portola Valley Ranch 
was to “take 453 acres of open land, and to 
preserve over 75 percent of it in open space,” 
Ms. Thompson says. Houses were built on 
half-acre parcels of land, and “each individual 
house was sited so that it would take 
advantage of ... unique, special and wonderful 
views.” 

Whelan ensured, she adds, that the houses 
were designed to “blend into the natural 
environment.”

Most Portola Valley Ranch houses are 
painted in shades of green, brown and gray 
and aren’t perched conspicuously on ridges 
or hilltops where they might disrupt the flow 
of the landscape. What’s more, the houses are 
clustered together, meaning the community 
requires few paved roads. Finally, Whelan 
insisted that only native plants be cultivated 
around the houses — though other species 

of flowers could be grown in planter boxes or 
pots without a problem. 

Though Portola Valley Ranch boasts two 
swimming pools, three tennis courts, a 
community garden, a half acre of cabernet 
sauvignon grapes, miles of hiking trails and a 
community ranch house that serves as a “hub 
of social activity,” Ms. Thompson says, most 
of all, she appreciates the people who make 
up the neighborhood community. 

“This concept, this way of life, draws people 
of like minds together. People generally have 
a love of the outdoors ... (and know that) 
people, volunteers, are the engine that keeps 
the community going.”

Mike and Suzy Housman chose to move 
to Portola Valley Ranch two years ago 
precisely because of the community spirit that 
Thompson describes.

“We moved here after our youngest went 
off to college,” Mike Housman says. “When 
you move to a new place, you meet people 
usually through your children and their 
activities. Without that, it’s harder to meet 
people. ... The groups and committees and 
the ability to have an instant community ... 
that’s really what attracted us.”

Portola Valley Ranch’s monthly social get-
togethers and varied volunteer committees 
provide easy ways to connect with people. 
The committees are made up of residents 
who run everything from the Ranch’s 
infrastructure to its landscape and emergency-
response procedures.

Mr. Housman says that the one negative 
aspect of the Ranch is the small-town 
atmosphere: “Most people know everyone 
else (in the community) ... so people are more 

aware of your business and your activities.”
But the intimacy of the community is also 

beneficial in many ways; everyone is so invested 
in the success of the community, he says.

“People watch out for one another.”

— Emma Marsano

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS:   
Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road,  
Portola Valley; Ladera Community Church  
Preschool, 3300 Alpine Road, Portola Valley;  
Carillon Preschool at Christ Church, 815 Portola 
Road, Portola Valley; New Horizons (after-school 
care), 200 Shawnee Pass, Portola Valley

FIRE STATION: Woodside Fire Protection District, 
Portola Valley Station, 135 Portola Road, Portola 
Valley

LOCATION: south and east of Alpine Road and 
west of Los Trancos Road

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION:  
Portola Valley Ranch Association, David Rock, 
president

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8),  
4575 Alpine Road, Portola Valley 
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

SHOPPING: Nathhorst Triangle, Portola Road at 
Alpine Road; Village Square, 884 Portola Road; 
Ladera Shopping Center, 3130 Alpine Road, 
 Portola Valley

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,525,000 
($1,910,000-$3,180,000)

HOMES SOLD: 11
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JEAN & CHRIS ISAACSON 
 

Serving buyers and sellers in 
 Portola Valley and surrounding 
communities for over 25 years. 

Portola Valley  Woodside  Atherton  Menlo Park  Los Altos Hills  Palo Alto 

Call or visit our website: 
jeanandchris.com 

2969 Woodside Rd. 
Woodside, CA  

Chris Isaacson 
650.352.3430 

chris@chrisisaacson.com 
CalBRE #01754233 

Jean Isaacson 
650.387.8427 

jean@jeanisaacson.com 
CalBRE #00542342 

Coldwell Banker International President’s Elite Team 
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Blue Oaks

Located in the southern tip of Portola 
Valley, the town’s newest development 
is overlooked by Coal Mine Ridge and 

surrounded by open space.
Residents regularly see coyotes, bobcats, 

rabbits and other wildlife roaming the area.
The development’s first homes were 

constructed in the early 2000s, and more 
than half of its 34 two-acre lots are now filled.

Jim Pollock was one of the original 
land buyers and headed the Blue Oaks 
Homeowners Association for its first 
10 years. He says he was intimately 
involved with finalizing the plans for the 
neighborhood.

“The density ... the type of architecture, 
and the amount of landscaping were issues 
that I think worked out fine,” he says.

Mr. Pollock built his home to 
accommodate large groups of frequent house 
guests: He and his wife have five kids and 11 
grandchildren.

“The house often houses all or some of 
them,” he says.

Mr. Pollock has lived in Portola Valley 
since 1973. He says residents of Blue Oaks 
are like other residents of the town and that 

over the years the type hasn’t changed.
“They’re largely successful combined with 

being down to earth, i.e. no flaunting their 
wealth,” he says.

He is the founder of Portola Valley-based 
Pollock Financial Group. He started the 
company in 1960 and now two sons of his 
sons work with him.

Long driveways and large properties also 
give residents a degree of seclusion.

“It’s an interesting combination 
of retaining your privacy and having 
relationships with your neighbors,” says Mr. 
Pollock.

Joey Putnam, a teenager who was raised in 
Blue Oaks, says he felt the private vibe of the 
neighborhood while growing up.

“In the suburbs, you grow up with kids 
around you. But here you don’t really get 
that,” he says.

But Putnam says he enjoys the flexibility 
of living in an area that is relatively remote 
— but only a 20-minute drive from densely 
populated Menlo Park and Palo Alto.

“It’s just far enough away that you can be 
isolated if you want to be, but you’re not too 
far away,” he says.

Mr. Putnam says that while growing up he 
took advantage of the area’s location and the 
walking paths that crisscross and surround it.

“When I was younger, every day I’d go up 
on these trails,” he says.

—Bryce Druzin

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): 
Windmill Preschool, 4141 Alpine Road,  
Portola Valley; New Horizons School-Age Center 
(after-school care), 200 Shawnee Pass, Portola 
Valley; Carillon Preschool at Christ Church,  
815 Portola Road, Portola Valley; Woodside Priory 
School, 302 Portola Road, Portola Valley

LOCATION: Redberry Road, Buck Meadow Drive 
and Blue Oaks Court, between Los Trancos Road 
and Alpine Road

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8),  
4575 Alpine Road, Portola Valley; 
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

MEDIAN 2013 HOME PRICE: $2,367,000  
($1,150,000-$6,250,000)

HOMES SOLD IN 2014: 0

Los Transcos Woods/Vista Verde

People live here precisely because it’s 
up in the woods a bit, away from the 
hustle and bustle of Silicon Valley. 

There are no sidewalks and no streetlights — 
and they like it that way.

But their community is also tightly knit 
because they’ve worked to be prepared for 
emergencies and to help each other through.

Their system was put to the test one recent 
year when a house caught fire. One of the 
people on the emergency preparedness 
committee “kicked in the system and calls 
went out,” says Linda Drey-Nightingale, who 
produces a bimonthly newsletter for the area’s 
neighborhood associations. Every house has a 

set of walkie-talkies, so word quickly circulated, 
and the house was salvaged but for water and 
smoke damage. Only the garage was destroyed.

The residents of the house stayed with people 
in the neighborhood for a few days until they 
could secure longer-term housing while the 
house was repaired. Other neighbors pitched 
in to loan them clothes and feed them while 
they dealt with the fire’s aftermath, says Rob 
Kalman, former president of the Vista Verde 
neighborhood association. “People help each 
other out in a way that I haven’t experienced 
living in Silicon Valley,” Mr. Kalman says.

The Vista Verde and Los Trancos Woods 
neighborhoods are adjacent and very similar, 
but have kept separate associations over the 
years, according to Mr. Kalman. Vista Verde 
is newer, he says. But you wouldn’t know 
by driving the streets where one begins and 
the other ends, he says. More and more, the 
associations are banding together for events 
and information sharing.

Each year there are at least two parties: 
a “spring fling” and a summer picnic, Mr. 
Kalman says.

He also says that the Los Trancos Woods 
and Vista Verde neighborhoods occupy a 

special place. 
“We’re very appreciative that we live in a 

unique and beautiful area,” he says. “People often 
stay for decades and get to know each other.”

— Kathy Schrenk

FACTS
LOCATION: between Page Mill and Alpine roads 
and Los Trancos Road

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: (Eligibility depends on the 
resident’s address)

 Lucille M. Nixon 
School, 1711 Stanford Ave., Palo Alto; JLS Middle 
School, 480 E. Meadow Drive, Palo Alto; Gunn High 
School, 780 Arastradero Road, Palo Alto
Portola Valley School District —  
Ormondale School (K-3), 200 Shawnee Pass Road, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School (4-8), 
 4575 Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,926,000 
($610,000-$2,725,000)

HOMES SOLD: 14

M
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pamf.org/findadoctor
(888) 398-5677

We believe expert care should also be convenient care. That’s why we have 
online services that allow you to email your doctor, refill prescriptions, and check 
lab results from your computer, tablet or mobile device at no additional cost. 
It’s another way we plus you.

Expertise that’s in reach
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650.740.2970
edemma@cbnorcal.com
erikademma.com

Coldwell Banker International President’s Premier – Top 1%         Over $1 Billion Sold 
Top U.S. Realtor, The Wall Street Journal, 2013

CalBRE# 01230766

Personalized Service         Knowledgeable

Responsive         Strong Negotiator

Pers

2 VALLEY ROAD    ATHERTON
Premier estate built in 2006 and recently remodeled 

Main residence with 6 bedrooms and 6.5 bathrooms 

2-bedroom, 2-bath guest house 

Approximately 8,378 total square feet

Temperature-controlled wine cellar

Pool, spa, sport court, playground, barbecue center,  
and covered entertainment pavilion with fireplace

Magnificent grounds of approximately 1.01 acres 

Award-winning Las Lomitas schools

Offered at $10,500,000   |   www.2ValleyRoad.com
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   Woodside Heights

  Skywood/Skylonda

  Kings Mountain

  Woodside Glens

  Woodside Hills

FACTS
2014-15 TOWN  
OPERATING BUDGET:  
$6 million

POPULATION (2010): 
5,287

HOUSEHOLDS 
(2009-13): 2,142

SINGLE-FAMILY 
HOUSING (2009-13): 
95 percent

MEDIAN 2014 HOME 
PRICE: $2,330,000

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (2009-13): 
$212,917

For more than 100 years, beginning 
in the 1830s, the area now called 
Woodside was gradually developed, 

first as sawmills that supplied redwood to 
build San Francisco, later as farms, small 
cattle ranches and vineyards. As early as 
1852, a regular stagecoach service connected 
Woodside to San Francisco, and by the 
1880s, prosperous San Franciscans began 
building country estates. Their ranks included 
coffee tycoon James Folger, lumber baron 

C.F.A. Talbot, heirs to the H.M. Newhall 
land and cattle fortune, and millionaire spice 
magnate August Schilling.

But it wasn’t until the post-World War II 
building boom brought more than 500 new 
houses to the area that local residents decided to 
get together to protect the rural nature of their 
community. In 1956, the Town of Woodside 
was incorporated, bringing road maintenance, 
management, planning and zoning under local 
control.
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Woodside Heights

Woodside Heights is a quiet 
residential neighborhood 
sandwiched in the southwestern 

corner of Woodside Road and Alameda de las 
Pulgas, next to Woodside High School.

“The neighborhood character combines 
a rural feel with maintained convenience to 
280,” resident Regan Avery says.

Some drivers cut through the 
neighborhood, which has no sidewalks, 
to bypass traffic congestion around the 
school. Nonetheless, stop signs discourage 
speeding on the popular loop on Eleanor and 
Northgate drives.

“The big draw of the neighborhood is a 
one-mile loop popular for strollers. Neighbors 
pass by each other and meet to chat,” Mr. 
Avery says.

Regan and Brenda Avery have two children, 
now young adults. When they bought their 
ranch-style home on the cul-de-sac, Eugenia 
Lane, in 1993, Mrs. Avery says she felt like 
they were one of the few families with young 
children.

“It was kind of an older neighborhood,” she 

says, but now their home is known as “party 
central” on Halloween for kids of all ages. She 
estimates about 200 people come through 
their haunted house before dark, then go off 
in groups to trick-or-treat.

“It’s a nice mix of families and retired 
people, and everyone in between,” Mr. Avery 
adds, noting a demographic shift.

The Woodside Heights Neighborhood 
Association also helps coordinate the 
Halloween celebration and also organizes 
two potlucks each year at which neighbors 
connect with each other.

“The committee is very active in promoting 
a neighborhood feeling,” Mr. Avery says.

The Averys have noticed a fair amount 
of construction on the 1- to 3-acre lots 
in Woodside Heights. Several homes on 
Northgate have been rebuilt in recent years, 
replacing their 1950s predecessors. But 
the neighborhood features a wide range 
of architectural designs in keeping with 
Woodside conventions. 

“There’s a very nice range of styles, 
including some new homes that have been 

built recently but kept within the guidelines 
of the town.”

— Kate Daly

 FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Woodside 
Parents’ Nursery School, 3154 Woodside Road, 
Woodside; Woodside Preschool, 3195 Woodside 
Road, Woodside

LOCATION: south of Woodside Road and 
Alameda de las Pulgas adjacent to Woodside High 
School to Stockbridge Avenue and Eleanor Drive

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Las Lomitas School District 
— Las Lomitas Elementary School, 299 Alameda 
de las Pulgas, Atherton; La Entrada Middle School, 
2200 Sharon Road, Menlo Park
Redwood City School District — Selby Lane 
Elementary School, 170 Selby Lane, Atherton; Ken-
nedy Middle School, 2521 Goodwin Ave., 
Sequoia Union High School District —  Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $3,562,500 
($2,400,000-$6,350,000)

HOMES SOLD: 10

Skywood/Skylonda

As State Route 84 climbs farther into 
the mountains, throngs of redwood, 
oak and eucalyptus trees thicken, 

dappling the winding road to Skywood with 
shade. The Woodside neighborhood is a 
nature lover’s paradise, hidden among the 
trees just off the mountain highway.

Suzanne Muller, a Skywood resident for 12 
years, calls it “heaven.”

Dry, grassy hills and lush foliage give 
Skywood its quintessential Northern California 
feel, and the nearby Wunderlich Park offer 
residents 942 acres of hiking trails through its 
forests and meadows. The neighborhood is 
still, warm and quiet, protected by its trees and 
also its altitude, which sets it away from the 
bustle of the Peninsula.

Many of the homes play with levels to 
accommodate the uneven mountain terrain. 
Expansive glass windows let in natural light. The 
styles vary; each custom-built house is unique.

“It’s an eclectic mix of architecture,” Ms. 
Muller says. Her own Mid-century-modern 
home stands among ranch-style properties, 
Japanese-inspired retreats and chalet-like 
cobblestone cabins.

The properties vary in size from about 
one to five acres, with large yards well 
incorporated into the surrounding landscape. 
The Mullers, who fenced their property’s 

immediate acre, left the other four acres 
for the deer, earning them a three-foot tall, 
forged metal Backyard Habitat Award from 
the Town of Woodside. 

Despite the private, secluded feel of many of 
the homes, residents are neighborly, Ms. Muller. 

“The people, that’s huge,” she says. “We’ve 
made a lot of friends up here.”

This close-knit community is also home 
to Mani Kulasooriya, his wife and three 
children. The family moved in three years ago 
from Cupertino when they found their home, 
a Spanish mission-style in need of repairs, and 
thought the views too beautiful to pass up.

“You almost feel like you are way out in 
the countryside,” Mr. Kulasooriya says, and 
adding that “People are very friendly.”

Skywood’s neighborhood association 
“has been pretty inactive,” Ms. Muller says, 
though she largely attributes this to a change 
in neighborhood resources. Residents now 
have access to a Portola Valley email forum, 
in addition to private social networking 
site Nextdoor.com. And according to Mr. 
Kulasooriya, members of the neighborhood 
gather for social events four or five times per 
year.

Mr. Kulasooriya estimates that close to 15 
families, along with his own, have children 
that attend school in the Portola Valley 

School District. 
The commute to school is easy, he says. 
“It’s really only 10 minutes to 280,” Mr. 

Kulasooriya says.
Other Skywood residents might agree that 

Old La Honda Road’s twists and turns are 
a small price to pay for a piece of paradise 
in the mountains. In general, the Woodside 
neighborhood’s residents are there for the 
long haul.

“I don’t think we have a lot of turnover,” 
Ms. Muller says.

— Lena Pressesky

 FACTS
FIRE STATION: Cal Fire - Sky Londa,  
17290 Skyline Blvd., Woodside

LOCATION: south of Wunderlich County Park 
between Highway 84 and La Honda Open Space 
Preserve

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Portola Valley School District 
— Ormondale School, 200 Shawnee Pass Road, 
Portola Valley; Corte Madera School,  
4575 Alpine Road, Portola Valley
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,577,500 
($700,000-$6,000,000)

HOMES SOLD: 20
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Janis  
Friedenberg GRUBE

“Janis is one of the best in the real estate 
business – hardworking, honest, and 
results-oriented. She thinks more about 
her client than her commission. I strongly 
recommend Janis for your real estate needs.”

– Seller

“I can cite two instances where Janis made 
a difference in potential purchasing and 
selling transactions. She saved me tens of 
thousands of dollars in potential hidden 
costs, thanks to her due diligence.”

– Seller

REPRESENTING 

BUYERS & SELLERS

of
Fine City & Country Properties

IN WOODSIDE AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES

BROKER ASSOCIATE
PREVIEWS PROPERTY SPECIALIST

650.346.8690
Janis@JanisGrube.com
www.JanisGrube.com
CalBRE# 01365341
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Kings Mountain/Skyline

While the neighborhood of Kings 
Mountain, located off the northern 
part of Skyline Boulevard above 

Woodside, is less than 20 minutes away from 
the rest of the Peninsula, its residents say it is 
a world away — and that’s one of the things 
they love about it.

Lance Fung and his husband, John Talley, 
bought their home in late 2011. They love 
“the proximity to 280 but also having a little 
bit of a cathartic drive up the hill,” Mr. Fung 
says. “You shed that city stuff very quickly.”

He says they fell in love with their home 
as well. “We are surrounded by redwoods, 
but we also have a gorgeous view,” he says, 
with the San Mateo Bridge and the twinkling 
lights of Silicon Valley visible in the distance.

Like many area residents, Mr. Talley and Mr. 
Fung work from home on their joint business, 
Fung Collaboratives, which creates art exhibits.

Also like many Kings Mountain residents 
they are involved in neighborhood activities. 
Mr. Talley is on the board of the Kings 
Mountain Fire Brigade, and Mr. Fung 
is on the board of the Kings Mountain 
Association. Both, like most of the rest of 
their neighborhood, volunteer at the annual 
Kings Mountain Art Fair.

“What will keep us here lifelong is this 
community of Kings Mountain. It’s very 
special here,” Mr. Fung says. “It’s a very 
educated, open-minded, if not liberal, 
community. The income is varied.”

The neighborhood has an active Yahoo group 
that helps counteract their isolation from a lot 
of services, he says, with neighbors offering 
each other things such as rides to the airport.

Eileen and Jon Fredrikson have lived in a 
home they built in Kings Mountain for 35 

years. “We still love it after all these years,” 
Ms. Fredrikson says.

They first discovered the neighborhood 
when driving from a concert in Saratoga 
to San Francisco. Jon Fredrikson “noticed 
mailboxes and he said, ‘Somebody lives 
here!,’” Ms. Fredrikson says.

The property they found offered them a 
location between their jobs in San Francisco 
and Saratoga, views and property. “What 
more came with Kings Mountain was quite 
the surprise,” Ms. Fredrikson says.

Within a week of moving in, Ms. 
Fredrikson had been recruited to be in charge 
of publicity for the Kings Mountain Art 
Fair and Mr. Fredrikson was part of the fire 
brigade. “It was a little like your initiation, 
your way of paying back to the community, 
to volunteer,” she says.

When their children went to the Kings 
Mountain Elementary School, a kindergarten 
to fifth grade school with 60 to 80 students, 
they met even more of the community.

The nationally recognized art fair, which 
had its 50th anniversary celebration last year, 
raises money for the school, the volunteer fire 
department and other community activities.

The Fredriksons also love the hiking trails 
and all the open space preserves the Kings 
Mountain area has to offer. “We really do feel 
like we’re living on vacation all year long,” she 
says. “It’s phenomenal.”

The neighborhood has lots of activities for 
those who want them. “We have a lot going on 
up here in our very quiet way,” Ms. Fredrikson 
says, mentioning book clubs and a women’s 
group.  “You can be as involved or as private as 
you wish,” she says.  “No one will bother you.”

Kathy Shubin moved to Kings Mountain 

three years ago, after marrying Elliot Shubin, 
who already lived in the neighborhood. She 
had lived all her life in the Lafayette area. 
“The first time I drove up here I had no idea 
where I was going,” she says.

Now, she loves it. “When you get back 
home ... you just have a feeling of serenity. It’s 
just the hustle and the bustle leaves you when 
you turn on to Skyline.”

When asked what the drawbacks of her 
adopted neighborhood are, Ms. Shubin says, 
“I can’t really think of any.”

Except, maybe, how far away it is from 
Lafayette. “Some of my friends have been 
here once, and I don’t’ think they’ll ever come 
back,” she says.

— Barbara Wood

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS: Kings Mountain 
Children’s Center at Kings Mountain Elementary 
School, 211 Swett Road, Woodside

FIRE STATION: Cal Fire - Skylonda  
Station, 17290 Skyline Blvd.,  
Woodside; Kings Mountain Fire Brigade,  
13889 Skyline Blvd., Woodside

LOCATION: surrounding northern Skyline 
Boulevard and upper Kings Mountain Road, around 
Purisima Creek Redwoods Open Space Preserve

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION:  
Kings Mountain Association, Sybil Plank, president,  
kingsmountainassociation@gmail.com

PARK: Huddart County Park,  
1100 Kings Mountain Road,  
Woodside; Wunderlich County Park,  
4040 Woodside Road, Woodside; Purisima Creek 
Redwoods Open Space Preserve,  
Skyline Boulevard, Woodside; El Corte de Madera 
Creek Open Space Preserve, Skyline Boulevard, 
Woodside.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: 
— Kings Mountain Elementary School, 

211 Swett Road, Woodside; Cunha Intermediate 
School, Kelly Avenue and Church Street, Half Moon 
Bay; Half Moon Bay High School, 1 Lewis Foster 
Drive, Half Moon Bay

— Wood-
side Elementary School, 3195 Woodside Road, 
Woodside

Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

SHOPPING: Crystal Springs Shopping Center, 
San Mateo, Half Moon Bay shopping district,  
Half Moon Bay

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $1,150,000 
($335,000-$1,465,000)

HOMES SOLD: 9

Veronica W
eber
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apr.com | WOODSIDE 2930 Woodside Road

DIANE CHESLER

650.888.7899
dchesler@apr.com
License #00675583

QUETZAL GRIMM

650.400.7879
quetzal@apr.com
License #01405453

QuetzalandDiane.com

Please call for details regarding this beautiful Woodside estate or other 
properties in our local market.

Quetzal and Diane
REAL ESTATE TEAM

Providing in-depth local knowledge to savvy sellers & discerning buyers throughout the Mid-Peninsula
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Woodside Glens

Woodside Hills

With its redwood trees, creek, 
wildflower preserve and narrow, 
winding roads, the hilly Woodside 

Glens neighborhood feels like country, 
but it’s just minutes away from Woodside’s 
commercial center and Interstate 280.

The Glens’ 80 acres were originally developed 
as vacation homes for San Franciscans seeking 
summer sunshine. A 1925 Woodside Glens ad 
in the San Francisco Chronicle mentions “cabin 
site lots for $250 and up.” Because of small 
lot sizes and steep slopes, many of the homes, 
erected in the 1920s and 1930s, were built on 
two or more adjoining lots.

“Our house was built on five combined 
lots,” says caterer Doris Coonrad, a resident 
of the Glens for more than 40 years.

She and her husband, who were house 
sitting in the Glens after returning from seven 
years living in West Africa, found a cabin 
for sale just across the street. They decided it 
would be the ideal place to teach their four 
teenagers how to build a house.

“It kept them busy for three summers,” Ms. 

Coonrad says. “Even their friends joined in, it 
was so much fun.”

She loves living in the Glens. “It’s friendly. 
It’s safe — there’s not a lot of through traffic. 
It’s close to a good school and you can buy a 
home for less money than almost anywhere 
else in Woodside,” she says.

Centered around Glenwood Avenue off 
Cañada Road, the Glens seems to be attracting 
more young families, Ms. Coonrad says.

In the 1990s Maria Quimby formed the 
“Glens Moms” as a “girls night out” for 
young mothers, often isolated at home. 
Now known as Glens Neighbors, the group 
organizes family events: a back-to-school 
party, pizza supper and Halloween party, 
summer picnics, and Christmas caroling.

Susan Doherty, who has taken over the 
reins for the Neighbors, has lived in the Glens 
for more than 13 years. She joined the group 
when her twins were born.

“This is one of the best neighborhoods for 
children. The kids can ride their bikes all over. 
They never want to move. They want to stay 

here with their friends,” she says.

— Kathy Schrenk

Grant Huberty grew up in Woodside Hills 
in a simpler time — when Interstate 
280 didn’t run through Woodside, 

when there were no fences between homes and 
views went forever (because the only trees in the 
neighborhood were native oaks), and when there 
were fruit orchards on Woodside Road.

Things have changed, but a few years ago, 
when Mr. Huberty had a chance to move 
back into Woodside Hills after 25 years of 
living elsewhere, he took it. He and his wife, 
Carol Welsh, are now living in the house 
Mr. Huberty grew up in. “My wife and I 
remodeled it to make it ours,” he says.

“I’ve always liked Woodside. It’s got a desire 
to stay rural,” Mr. Huberty says. In fact, 
he says, the town may even be “a little less 
polished than some people like” since it still 
has no sidewalks and no street lights.

Another thing he has always loved about his 
neighborhood is the fact that his home, like 
many in Woodside Hills, has a view. “I like to be 
up the hill. I like the view,” Mr. Huberty said. “I 
grew up being able to look out the view.”

Another advantage of the neighborhood of 
about 250 homes is that the lots are large. “We 
enjoy the space,” Mr. Huberty says. While he 
has plenty of neighbors, they are far enough 
apart to give each home a sense of privacy.

Mr. Huberty is the treasurer and on 
the board of the Woodside Hills Homes 
Association. He replaced Perry Vartanian, who 
retired after 28 years on the association’s board.

Mr. Vartanian has lived in the Hills since 
1961 and has seen it grow around him. The 
area was developed by David Bohannon who 
bought over 300 acres and developed it in 
phases beginning in the 1930s.

“When I moved in here it was a bare acre,” 
Mr. Vartanian says of his lot. He designed 
and built the home where he and his wife 
raised five children. Now there are oak trees 
everywhere, and many wild animals. “We’ve 
got deer, we’ve got coyotes,” he says.

The neighborhood must have suited Mr. 
Bohannon, who lived there until his death.

It’s not unusual for more than one generation 
to live in the Hills, Mr. Vartanian says, and he 
knows of at least one family where a home now 
has a third generation making it their own.

The Woodside Hills Homes Association 
sponsors a big social event for all the 
neighbors each year and holds an annual 
meeting. Association dues are less than $100 
per year and go toward maintaining the 
landscaping of the formal entry and 25 traffic 
islands in the neighborhood.

The association also has an architectural board 

that must approve any new home or remodeling 
plans, in addition to the Town of Woodside.

— Barbara Wood

FACTS
CHILD CARE & PRESCHOOLS  
Woodside Parents’ Nursery School,  
3154 Woodside Road, Woodside;  
Woodside Preschool, 3195 Woodside Road, 
Woodside

LOCATION: Between I-280 and Cañada Road, 
Glenwood Avenue to Alta Mesa Road

PARK: Huddart County Park,  
1100 Kings Mountain Road, Woodside;  
Wunderlich County Park,4040 Woodside Road, 
Woodside

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Woodside Elementary School 
District — Woodside Elementary School,  
3195 Woodside Road, Woodside;
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,011,000 
($1,085,000-$3,795,000)

HOMES SOLD: 8

FACTS
CHILDCARE & PRESCHOOLS:  
Woodside Parents’ Nursery School, 3154 Woodside 
Road, Woodside; Woodside Preschool,  
3195 Woodside Road, Woodside

FIRE STATION: 3111 Woodside Road, Woodside

LOCATION: north of Woodside Road and 
Interstate 280 between Cañada College and Menlo 
Country Club to Las Pulgas Road

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Woodside 
Hills Homes Association, www.woodsidehills.org

PARK: Huddart County Park, 1100 Kings Mountain 
Road, Woodside; Wunderlich County Park, 
4040 Woodside Road, Woodside

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Redwood City School District 
— Henry Ford School, 2498 Massachusetts Ave., 
Redwood City; Kennedy Middle School, 2521 
Goodwin Ave., Redwood City; plus magnet schools
Sequoia Union High School District — Woodside 
High School, 199 Churchill Ave., Woodside

SHOPPING: Woodside Road, Woodside,  
Woodside Plaza, Redwood City

MEDIAN 2014 HOME PRICE: $2,730,000 
($1,695,000-$4,800,000)

HOMES SOLD: 14
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For more information or Virtual Tour visit www.margotlockwood.com

MARGOT LOCKWOOD
650.529.2410 Office
650.400.2528 Cell
homes@margot lockwood .com

17600 SKYLINE, WOODSIDE | $199,000
Unique property! 4.8 acres in Woodside (across from Elk Tree Road). 
Enjoy the redwoods. This property is down sloped facing west. 
Challenge is getting septic but not impossible. Some reports available. 
Wonderful Portola Valley Schools. Only 15 minutes to Highway 280.

THANKS FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR

FERN TRAIL, WOODSIDE | $99,000
Two adjacent lots in Woodside off Country Road in Kings Mountain 
Area. Combined lots total approximately 10,000sf (each parcel is 5000 
sq ft). The property backs up to Huckleberry Trail. Currently no road 
access except shown on plat map. Endless possibilities!

WOODSIDE WOODSIDE WOODSIDE
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Menlo Park

Atherton

Palo Alto

Los Altos

Woodside

Portola Valley

SUE CRAWFORD

(650) 566-5341
scrawford@cbnorcal.com
www.suecrawford.com
CalBRE# 00587710

1377 El Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Start with a
dream 

    make it 

your home
Specializing in helping individuals  
buy & sell homes on the Peninsula



To learn more or schedule an appointment today, visit 

stanfordhealthcare.org/primarycare or call 650.498.9000.

Stanford  
Primary Care
Stanford Primary Care specializes in you. 
We offer adult, child, and senior primary care, as 

well as programs customized to fit your lifestyle in a 

location near you.

Stanford Primary Care offers:

• Expert medical attention and care for everyone in the family

• Medical care for chronic conditions

• Compassionate senior care and caregiver resources

• MyHealth online services—providing access to your health 

information and care anytime

More convenient locations 
in a neighborhood near you!

Hoover Pavilion 
211 Quarry Road 

Palo Alto, CA 94304

Portola Valley 
3240 Alpine Road, 

Portola Valley, CA 94208

Los Altos 
960 N San Antonio Rd.  

Los Altos, CA 94022



Providing A

Network of

Reputable

Home-Improvement

Professionals

Over 20 Years Experience Specializing in Atherton,  
Menlo Park, Portola Valley & Woodside

Ranked #70 Nationally by The Wall Street Journal, 2014

Over $1.5 Billion in Sales

WWW.HUGHCORNISH.COM

650.566.5353
hcornish@cbnorcal.com
CalBRE# 00912143

650.5
hcor
CalBRE#


